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INTRODUCTION

At the core of analogical thinking lies the process of mapping: the construction of orderly correspondences between the elements of a source analog
and those of a target. Identifying an appropriate mapping is crucial in allowThe research reported in this article was supported by Contract MDA903-86-K-0297
from
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June 21, 1987.
We are grateful to Greg Nelson for graphics programming. David Gochfeld and Greg Nelson
developed examples used to test the Connection Machine implementation, and Eric Melz
reimplemented the program in *LISP. We thank John Bransford, Dedre Gentner, Jim Greene,
Doug Hofstadter, Greg Nelson, Laura Novick and David Rumelhart for helpful comments on
earlier drafts, and Jay McClelland for useful advice on activation functions.
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ing usefultransferof knowledge.In this article a theory of analogicalmapping basedupon a small set of constraintsis provided and a cooperative
algorithmthat allowsthegracefulintegrationof theseconstraintsis described.
The algorithm is implementedin a computerprogram that computesmappingsbetweensymbolicrepresentations.
The resultsof a numberof applications of the computationalmodelto a varietyof analogieswill bepresented.
The theoryand implementationherearesimilar in manyrespectsto thoseof
Gentnerand colleagues(Falkenhainer,Forbus, & Gentner,1986;Gentner,
1983),but also differ in significant ways. Gentnerhasemphasizedthe importanceof structural constraintsin determiningthe correspondences
betweentwo analogs,but it is maintainedherethat semanticand pragmatic
constraintsmust also be taken into account.
In orderto formulate a theory of mapping,it is necessary
to considerthe
relationshipbetweenmappingandother aspectsof analogicalthinking. The
centrality of mapping is a point of generalagreementamong all theorists
who havediscussedthe useof analogy,whetherin problem solving (Carbone& 1983,1986;Gick, & Holyoak, 1980),in explanation(Gentner,1983),
in case-based
reasoning(Hammond, 1986;Kolodner, Simpson,& Sycara,
1985)in theory formation (Darden, 1983;Thagard, 1988a),in the analysis
of formal systems(Hesse,1966;Polya, 1973),or in metaphorandotherliterary uses(Black, 1962;Genmer, 1982;Holyoak, 1982;Miller, 1979).There
hasbeenlessagreement,however,on the relationshipbetweenmappingand
other subprocesses
of analogy,and on the relatedissueof whethera common set of principlesgovernsmapping acrossdifferent usesof analogies.
The view hereis that analogy,and inferencein general,must be understoodpragmatically,taking into accountthe goalsandpurposesof the cognitive system (Holland, Holyoak, Nisbett, & Thagard, 1986; Holyoak,
1985).As many theoristshavenoted,it is usefulto decomposeanalogyinto
four major components:(1) the retrieval or selectionof a plausibly useful
sourceanalog, (2) mapping, (3) analogicalinferenceor transfer, and (4)
subsequentlearning. In this article, the important issueof learningin the
aftermathof analogyusewill be setasidein orderto focuson mappingand
the componentsthat immediatelysurroundit: selectionand transfer.These
three subprocesses
must collectivelyservethreecrucial functions: picking
out a plausiblyusefulsourceanalog,identifying elementsof the sourcethat
shoulddeterminetransfer to the target, and effectingsuchtransfer.
Is there,in fact, a generalpurposemappingcomponentthat operatesin
fundamentallythe sameway for different varietiesof analogy, and if so
what role doesit play in this overall task?This questioncan be addressed,
indirectly, by examiningthe functions performed by the subprocesses
of
selectionand transfer, and then consideringwhat remains. Clearly, the
selectioncomponentis crucial to the successof analogy.Spontaneousretrieval of a relevantsourceanalogdependsupon the presenceof similar elementsin the sourceand target(Gentner8cLanders,1985),including (in the
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caseof problem analogs)similar constraintsand goals (Brown, Kane, &
Echols, 1986;Holyoak & Koh, 1987).In the absenceof clear similarities,
usefulanalogiesareoften missed(Gick 8cHolyoak, 1980);if misleadingsurface similarities are present,false analogiesmay be accessedand lead to
negativetransfer (Novick, 1988).
Oncea possiblesourceanalogis retrievedspontaneouslyor providedby
a teacher,further selectionmust be madeof the aspectsof the sourcerelevantto the analogy.Analogiesarevirtually alwaysusedto servesomeknown
purpose,andthe purposewill guideselection.If, for example,oneis simply
askedto comparewhat is knownaboutNicaraguawith what is known about
Cuba, all elementsof the two representationsare relevant.But if one is
askedto assesslikely political trendsin Nicaraguaby analogyto Cuba,then
only a subsetof what is knownaboutCuba-roughly, facts,whichbearupon
the developmentof its political system-needbemapped.For example,it is
relevantto considerthe degreeto whichNicaragua’sDanielOrtegaresembles
Cuba’sFidel Castro.In contrast,supposeoneis askedto predictthe suitability of Nicaraguafor sugarcaneproduction, againby analogyto Cuba.
The subsetof knowledgeaboutthe sourcethat is likely to be mappedwill be
verydifferent-the similarity of Nicaraguato Cubain termsof temperature
and rainfall will loom much larger whenthe questionconcernsagriculture
ratherthan politics. In examplessuchasthese,the selectionprocesscan use
pragmaticknowledgeaboutthe purposeof the analogyto identify not only
a relevantsourceanalog,but also whichaspects of the sourceareimportant
in the context. Much of the work of identifying aspectsof the sourcethat
will determinetransfer to the targetcan be doneprior to mapping, based
upon knowledgeof the purposeof the analogycoupledwith causalknowledgeconcerningthe source.
Similarly, knowledgecanbe broughtto bearon the transferprocessafer
mapping has establishedcorrespondences
betweenelementsof the source
and target.The mappingimplicitly definesa setof inferencesthat could be
made about the target, basedupon correspondences
with predicatesand
objectsin the sourcedomain.Thus if predicateP andobject0 in the source
map onto P ’ and 0 ’ in the target, and the proposition P(0) holds in the
source,thenthepropositionP ‘(0 ‘) canbeconstructedasa candidateinferenceaboutthetarget.Whethera candidateinferencewill in fact beseriously
consideredas a plausiblehypothesisaboutthe targetwill dependupon such
pragmatic factors as whetherthe inferenceis relevant to the analogist’s
goalsin usingthe analogyandwhetherthe inferenceis consistentwith what
is alreadyknown about the target domain.
Given what functions can reasonablybe ascribedto the selectionand
transfercomponentsof analogy,it appearsthat the centraltaskof themapping componentis to take asinputs representations
of a targetanaloganda
plausiblyrelevantsource,augmentedif possiblewith information aboutthe
apparentpragmaticimportanceof elementsof eachanalog,andto compute
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a set of correspondences
betweenelementsof the sourceand targetthat is
likely to yield useful candidateinferences.Given that the analogistwill
often haveimperfectknowledgeof eitheror both analogs,a robustmapping
processshouldbe capableof operatingevenin the faceof someuncertainty
aboutwhat aspectsof the two analogsarein fact most centralfor effective
transfer.
-

A CONSTRAINT-SATISFACTION

THEORY

The fundamentalproblemof analogicalmappingis how to find appropriate
correspondences
betweentwo analogs.If the analogseachhavem predicates
and n constants,and it is assumedthat predicatesmap only to predicates
andconstantsto constants,and that the mappingis one-to-one,then there
are m!n! possiblemappingsfrom which to select.Thus a typical analogy
betweenanalogswith 10predicatesand 5 constantseachgeneratesover400
million possiblemappings.Efficient selectionof the bestmappingrequires
that someconstraintsbeplacedupon what it might be.This problemis similar to that of stereoscopicvision (Marr & Poggio, 1976).Stereopsisrequires
that points in two visualimages,onefrom eacheye,beappropriatelypaired;
however,thereis no a priori basisfor uniquelydecidingwhich point should
go with which. Similarly, given representationsof two complex analogs,
thereis no a priori basisfor establishinga determinatesetof correspondences
betweenelementsin the two analogs.In order to accountfor stereopsis,
Marr and Poggioproposedseveralqualitativeconstraintson the visual system. Theseconstraintsleadto the emergence
of a uniqueset.ofpoint-to-point
pairings,with eachpairing consistingof points in eachimagearising from
the samespatial position in the environment.
Numerousmodelsof analogicalmappinghavebeenproposedby researchersin cognitivepsychologyandartificial intelligence,anda thoroughreview
will not be attemptedhere(seeHall, 1989;Thagard, 1988b).Three classes
of constraintstendto recurin theoreticaltreatmentsof analogy:structural,*
semantic,andpragmatic.After discussingtheseconstraints,a setof principlesgoverninganalogicalmappingwill be proposed.
’ Throughout this article the term “structural” is used to refer to “structural consistency”
between two analogs, following the terminology of Falkenhainer et al. (1986). This sense of
%ructural”
is to be distinguished from that used by Holyoak (1985) and Holyoak and Koh
(1987), who defmed “structural” properties as the goal-relevant aspects within a single analog.
Structural properties in the latter sense will be termed “pragmatically central” or simply “important” properties in the present paper. A pragmatically useful analogy is one in which structural consistency holds between the important properties of the source and target. Use of
different senses of the term “structural” in the analogy literature has contributed to some
theoretical misunderstandings (e.g., Gentner, 1989; Holyoak, 1985).
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Structural Consistency
Many theorists, particularly Gentner (1983), have stressed the importance
of consistent structural correspondences as a criterion for an intuitively
satisfying analogical mapping (Burstein, 1986; Falkenhainer et al., 1986;
Gick & Holyoak, 1980; Hofstadter, 1984; Winston, 1980). Loosely speaking, a source analog can serve as a model for the target if objects in those
two analogs can be placed into correspondence so that relations also correspond. A formal definition of structural consistency can be developed in
terms of the concept of a morphism. Essentially the same characterization
of structural consistency has been adopted in many different contexts, including formal model theory (Tarski, 1954), mathematical category theory
(Maclane, 1971), and the theory of simulation (Ziegler, 1976). Within psychology, the concept of a morphism underlies the theory of measurement
(Coombs, Dawes, & Tversky, 1970; Suppes dc Zinnes, 1963), as well as theoretical treatments of mental representation (Halford, 1987; Halford & Wilson, 1980; Palmer, 1978), mental models (Holland et al., 1986), and analogy
(Holyoak, 1984,1985; Indurkhya, 1987; Palmer, 1989). In the case of analogy, let T be an ordered n-tuple representing a target analog consisting of a
set of objects, 0, and some number, n, of relations on 0,
T= <O,Rt, Rz,. . .Rn>.
The representation

of the source can similarly be defined as

S= CO’, R’r, R’2,. . .R’,,>.
Let m be a mapping function that takes objects and relations in the target
into objects and relations in the source,
m: or-o’i; Ri- R’f,
The mapping function m defines a valid isomorphism if, and only if, the
mapping is one-to-one and for any objects and relations in T and S
of & Oj implies m(or) m(Rk) m(oj).

(1)

A valid analogy, A, is thus an ordered triple consisting of the relational systems T and S and a mapping function m with the above properties,
A= <T, S, m>.
Figure 1 depicts the essence of a structurally valid analogy. Relations in
the two analogs and the mapping function m are represented by directed
lines. The consistency requirement expressed in (1) corresponds to the property of commutativity of the diagram: Following the arc representing the
relation &between oi and 01 in the target and then applying m produces the
same result as first applying m to oi to arrive at o’i and then following the
arc representing R’f between o’f and o> in the source.
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Although (1) is statedfor relationswith two arguments,the basicprinciple can readily be generalizedto n-placepredicates(includingn = 1, as an
examplebelow will illustrate). In more generalterms, a propositionP in the
targetis in correspondence
to a propositionP ’ in the sourceif, and only if,
the predicateand argumentsof P aremappedinto the predicateand argumentsof P ’ by a function m that leadsto a structurally consistentanalogy
A. Note that the consistencyrequirementin (1) implies that it is not generally possibleto decidewhetherany pair P and P ’ are in correspondence
without consideringthe entiresetof correspondences
betweenpropositions
in T and S. This interdependence
inherentin the constraintof structural
consistencyposesoneof the major problemsthat must be solvedby a computational model of mapping.
Thestrict formal definition of an isomorphismis clearlyinappropriateas
a characterizationof the kinds of analogiesof psychologicalinterest,which
virtually neverhavethe structureof a valid isomorphism.Rather,someelements of the target may have no apparentcorrespondingelementin the
source(or vice versa);somecorrespondences
may bemany-to-one(a homomorphism)or one-to-many(violating the formal definition of a function);
and the consistencyrequirementin (1) may occasionallybe violated. None
of thesetypesof violations of the formal requirementsfor an isomorphism
necessarilyprecludethe analogybeingpotentially useful to a human reasoner.Nonetheless,usefulnaturalisticanalogiesintuitively canbeviewedas
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approximationsto isomorphisms.In orderto characterizemental representations that violate the strict definition of an isomorphism,Holland et al.
(1986)extendedthe conceptto homomorphismswith exceptions,or quasihomomorphisms.Similarly, the theoryto beproposedheretreatsthe structural constraint of isomorphism as an ideal that can be satisfiedto some
imperfect degree,rather than as an absoluterequirementfor a successful
mapping.
Semantic Similarity

The formal definition of an isomorphismmakesno referenceto the similarity of the objectsandrelationsinvolvedin thetwo analogs.Consider,for
example,analogiesbetweenlinear orderings(Halford, 1987). “John is taller
than Bill, andBill is taller than Sam” is analogousto “Mary is heavierthan
Susan,and Susanis heavierthan Beth,” with mappingsbetweenJohn and
Mary, Bill and Susan,Sam and Beth, and the relations“taller than” and
“heavierthan.” In this caseboth the objectsandthe relationsbeingmapped
arerelativelysimilar. However,an equallyvalid analogyholds betweenthe
former analogand “communism is more radicalthan socialism,and socialism is more radical than capitalism,” with mappingsbetweenJohn and
communism,Bill andsocialism,Sam andcapitalism,and “taller than” and
“more radical than.” Even though similarity of relations and objects is
sharplyreducedin the latter analogy,the degreeof structuralconsistencyis
the samein both cases.
Varioustheoristshavesuggested,and empirical evidenceconfirms, that
object and predicatesimilarity influencethe mapping process,with high
semanticsimilarity leadingto greatereaseof mapping (Gentner& Toupin,
1986;Holyoak & Koh, 1987;Ross, 1987;Winston, 1980).The question
thereforeariseswhethersemanticsimilarity shouldbe viewedas a distinct
constrainton mapping,or whetherit can somehowbe assimilatedto more
basicconstructs.Object similarity can potentially be reducedto predicate
similarity: two objectsare similar to the extentthey serveas argumentsof
similar predicates.Predicatesimilarity may in turn be analyzedin terms of
featureoverlap(Tversky, 1977).Onepossibility, therefore,is to assimilate
semanticsimilarity to structural consistencyby imposingan addedrestriction on the latter constraint:correspondingrelationsmust eitherbeidentical
(Falkenhaineret al., 1986)’or sharecommon features,suchas a common
superordinate(Burstein, 1986; Winston, 1980).A requirementof strict
identity betweencorrespondingrelations doesnot seemsatisfactoryas a
psychologicalmodel, sincepeoplecanreadily find mappingsinvolving non* Note that Falkenhainer et al. (1986) allow mappings between nonideritical one-place
predicates and objects; they only impose the identity restriction on multiplace relations. Since
Falkenhainer et al. represent functions as one-place predicates, SME can map nonidentical
functions.
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identicalrelations(Burstein, 1986).(A numberof relevantexampleswill be
presentedbelow.)Restrictionsstatedin termsof featureoverlap(thusallowing mappingsbetweensimilar ratherthan just identicalrelations)aremuch
more plausible. However,the prerequisiterequirementto provide a satisfactory analysisof natural languageconceptsin terms of semanticfeatures
remainsa formidable challenge.
In additionto the sheerdifficulty of reducingsemanticsimilarity to structural consistency,thereis empiricalevidencethat the two typesof constraints
have distinct consequences.
Semantic similarity has a more pronounced
effecton theretrievalof a sourceanalogthan on the mappingprocess(Gentner & Landers, 1985;Holyoak t Koh, 1987).In addition, althoughjudgmentsof theaptnessor soundnessof analogiesand metaphorsarepositively
correlatedwith structural consistency,they are negativelycorrelatedwith
similarity (Tourangeau& Sternberg,1982).People’sjudgmentsthus reflect
the intuition that although analogiesbasedupon similar objectsand relations are easyto map, they are lessinterestingor estheticallypleasingthan
“deeper” analogiesbetweendisparatesituations.Theseseparableeffectsof
structural consistencyand semantic similarity motivate treating the two
kinds of constraintsas distinct.
Pragmatic Centrality

Another major type of constrainton mappingthat manytheoristshaveproposedinvolvesthe pragmaticimportanceof theelementsof the two analogs.
Some treatmentshave emphasizedthe centrality of causalknowledgein
determiningthe most appropriatemapping(Hesse,1966;Winston, 1980);
othershavefocusedon the roles of high-levelplans, goals,and functional
knowledge(Anderson& Thompson, 1989;Burstein,1986;Carbonell,1983,
1986;Kedar-Cabelli,1985).Although thesemodelshaveimportant differences,they all sharethe view that the analogistusesexplicit or implicit
knowledgeaboutthe purposethe analogyis intendedto serveto helpdirect
the mappingprocess.
Although few would disputethat pragmaticknowledgeinfluencesthe use
of analogy, there remains disagreementas to the locus of its influence.
Pragmaticconsiderationsclearly weighheavily in the initial selectionof a
plausibly useful sourceanalogand in the subsequenttransferprocess.But
do pragmatic considerationsaffect the mapping processitself7 Gentner
(1989,p. 215) proposesan architecturefor analogyin which “plans and
goalsinfluenceour thinking before and crfterthe analogyengine” (i.e., the
mappingmechanism)“but not during its operation.” Gentnerargues,very
plausibly,that the goal of the analogistwill typically havean impact on the
representationof the target analogin working memory, which will in turn
influencethe retrieval of a sourceanalog.Furthermore,the goal structure
of a storedsourceproblemmay influencethe mappingprocessindirectly by
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affecting the degreeof structural consistencybetweenthe sourceand the
target.
Thereare reasonsto suspect,however,that pragmaticconsiderationsthe analogist’sjudgments about which elementsof the analog are most
crucialto achievea usefulmapping-may alsohavea more directinfluence
on the mapping process.As noted earlier,the generalform of analogical
transferis to find correspondences
amongelementsof the sourceandof the
target, and then constructcandidateinferencesabout the target by essentially copyingoverpropositionsfrom the sourceafter substitutingthe appropriatecorrespondingelementsfrom thetargetdomain.This form of transfer
is very flexible, and allowsanalogiesto beusedin an exploratoryfashionto
deriveunanticipatedcandidateinferencesaboutthe target (Gentner,1989).
The costof this flexibility, however,is that the inferenceprocessis not goal
directed;thereis no guaranteethat candidateinferencesconstructedin this
fashionwill be relevantto the analogist’spurposein usingthe analogy.In
many usesof analogy,suchas problemsolvingand explanation,the analogist hasan implicit or explicit questionin mind whentrying to derivea mapping, andthereforeintendsto usethe sourceanalogto deriveinferencesthat
will provide specificinformation about the target. For example,Holyoak
andThagard(1989)suggestthat in analogicalproblem solving,peoplemay
aim to generatea mappingsufficient to transferuseful subgoals.
When the analogistis trying to make a particulartype of inferenceor to
answera specificquestion,a moregoal-directedform of transferis possible.
In particular, if the target representationcontainsvariablesrepresenting
missingknowledgethat theanalogyis intendedto provide,thenthe analogist
may selectivelyfavor possiblecorrespondences
that would allow thesevariablesto be appropriatelyinstantiated.For example,if a personis trying to
answerthe question,“What wasthe likely causeof the stockmarket crash
of 19871”by mapping the circumstancesof that yearto thoseinvolvedin
the crashof 1929,then it would be useful to favor correspondences
that
allow instantiationof the unknown causeof the crucial eventin the target
overcorrespondences
that could not do so. Mappingsguidedby suchquestions will in effect generategoal-relevantcandidateinferencesdirectly,
rather than dependingupon the unconstrainedgenerationand assessment
of all possibleinferencesin the aftermathof mapping.
In addition to considerationsof computational efficiency in guiding
transfer, there is somesuggestiveempirical evidenceindicating that pragmatic knowledgemay influencethe mapping processdirectly, rather than
solelyby affecting the representationsover which the mappingis derived.
Brown et al. (1986)found that youngchildren’whoweredirectedto attend
to the goal structureof problemswerebetterable to transfersolutionsto
analogousproblemsthan werechildrenwho werenot so directed.Theseinvestigatorsfound, however,that the latter childrenwerenonetheless
ableto
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recall the critical goal elementswhen directly askedto do so. Their poor
transferperformancethus seemednot to bedueto simplefailure to rememberthegoal elements(i.e., failure to includethegoal elementsin their representationsof the sourceproblems).Rather,the difficulty seemedrelatedto
selectiveattention, involving failure to view the goal elementsas especially
important during the mapping process.The theory to be proposedhere
assumesthat the judged pragmaticimportanceof elementsof analogscan
directly constrainthe mapping process,in addition to influencing earlier
and later stagesin the useof analogy.
Statement of Theory

The theory hereassumes,as do many others,that analogicalmappingcan
beviewedasa processof finding correspondences
betweenelementsof two
structures.In propositionalrepresentations,
the elementswill includepropositions, predicates,and objects. In other kinds of representations,suchas
pictorial ones,different typesof elementsmay haveto be mapped.
The major assertionof the theory is that mapping is governedby constraintsof the threebasictypesdiscussedearlier: structural,semantic,and
pragmatic.Noneof theseconstraintsis absolute;rather,theyprovide“pressures” (in the senseof Hofstadter, 1984)that guide the emergenceof a
global mapping as a consequenceof numerouslocal decisionsabout element correspondences.
Constraint 1. The structuralconstraintof isomorphism favorsmappings
that satisfy the consistencycriterion in formula (1) and are one-to-one.
Structural consistencyrequiresthat if a proposition ip the target correspondsto a proposition in the source,then the constituentpredicatesand
argumentsof the paired propositionsshould also correspond.One-to-one
mapping requiresthat eachtarget elementshould correspondto only one
elementof the source,andthat no two targetelementsshouldcorrespondto
the samesourceelement.
Constraint 2. Semantic simiibrity supports possible correspondences
betweenelementsto the degreethat they havesimilar meanings.
Constraint 3. Pragmatic centrality favorscorrespondences
that arepragmatically important to the analogist,eitherbecausea particular correspondencebetweentwo elementsis presumedto hold, or becausean elementis
judgedto be sufficiently centralthat some mappingfor it shouldbe found.
The similaritiesand differencesbetweenthepresenttheoryandthe structure-mappingtheorydevelopedby Gentnerand colleagues(Falkenhaineret
al., 1986;Gentner,1983,1989)can be characterizedin termsof the above
principles.The basicassumptionthat mappinginvolves finding structural
correspondences
is common to both approaches,as well as to virtually all
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othertheoreticaltreatments.The isomorphismconstrainthereembodiesthe
principlesof structural consistencyand one-to-onemapping employedby
Falkenhaineret al.; however,in the presenttheorytheseprinciplesareinterpretedaspressuresratherthan asrequirements.Isomorphismis alsorelated
to Gentner’ssystematicityprinciple, which statesthat mappingsbetween
higher-orderrelations(i.e, predicatessuchas “cause” and “implies” that
take propositions as arguments)constrain mappingsbetweenfirst-order
relations (i.e., predicatessuch as “kill” that take objectsas arguments),
which in turn constrainobject mappings.Gentner’ssystematicityprinciple
characterizesoneimportant typeof information that canbeusedto identify
isomorphic structures.
The constraint of semantic similarity provides a stronger distinction
betweenGentner’stheory and the one describedhere, which postulates
semanticpressuresinteractingwith the isomorphismconstraint.By treating
semanticsimilarity as a pressuredistinct from isomorphism,the restriction
that multiplace relationsmust be identical in order to be mappedis eliminated. As a consequence,this theory is able to provide a mechanismfor
mappingpurely formal analogiesthat lack anyidenticalor evensimilar relations. At the sametime, the mappingprocessis guidedby similarity information if it is available. Nonetheless,this difference betweenthe two
approachesshouldnot beoverstated.If identityof predicatesis understoodas
a limiting caseof semanticsimilarity, thenthe semanticsimilarity constraint
herecan be viewedas a weakeningof Gentner’sprinciple of finding correspondencesbetweenidentical relations. The mapping model describedby
Burstein(1986)also allowsmappedrelationsto be similar ratherthan identical. In the presenttheory, degreeof similarity leadsto preferences,rather
than strict requirements,in identifying optimal correspondences.
The constraintof pragmaticcentralitypresentedheredepartsmost clearly
from Gentner’stheory, which maintainsthat peopleuseonly structuralinformation in mapping. Gentner’sapproachemphasizesthat attention to
pragmaticconsiderationsis restrictedto stagesof analogicalreasoningoccurring beforeand after the mapping process.
Further comparisonsof the theory presentedherewith that of Gentner
can be made at the level of the computational implementationsof these
theories.Below, the implementationof the theory in the program ACME
will becontrastedwith the implementationof Gentner’stheoreticalapproach
in the SME program (Falkenhainer,Forbus, & Gentner,1986,in press).
‘Themappingcomponentis of courseonly onepieceof an overallprocessingsystemfor analogicalreasoning.In addition to a natural-language
interface, prior processesof analogicalretrieval and selectionare assumed
that (a)proposea plausiblesource-targetpair, andalsomay optionally provide (b) information about the degreeof semanticsimilarity betweenpairs
of source-targetpredicates,and (c)information aboutthe pragmaticimportanceof elementsof eachanalog.The presenttheorymakesno assumptions
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about the nature of the processesthat computesimilarity and importance
information. The similarity computationmay bebasedupon decomposition
of meaningsinto identitiesanddifferences(Hesse,1966;Tversky, 1977);the
importancecomputationmay be basedupon someform of causalor explanation-orientedanalysis(Kedar-Cabelli,1985),prior expectations,or instructionfrom a teacher.For the presentpurposesit will simply be assumed
that the mappingcomponentcan receivea numericalindexof the degreeof
semanticsimilarity betweentwo predicatesand of the pragmaticcentrality
of elementsof the analogs.In general,this theoryof mappingcan bestated
independentlyof any strongtheory of similarity, memory retrieval, causal
analysis,or of other subprocesses
of analogicalinference.The theory thus
defines a mapping mechanismthat can be potentially integratedwithin
broadertheoriesdescribingadditional stagesof analogicalreasoning.

ACME: A COOPERATIVE ALGORITHM FOR MAPPING
The algorithm for evaluatingmappingsis suggestedby Marr and Poggio’s
(1976)treatmentof stereoscopicmatching,which wasbasedupon a cooperative algorithm, ‘ ‘ . . . so-calledbecauseof the way in which local operations
appearto cooperatein forming global order in a well-regulatedmanner”
(Marr, 1982,p. 122).A cooperativealgorithm is a procedurefor parallel
satisfaction of a set of interacting constraints. In the Marr and Poggio
algorithm, a network of nodesis established,in which eachnoderepresents
a possiblepair of matchedpoints, andexcitatoryandinhibitory connections
betweennodesrepresentconstraints.The networkis then allowedto run in
order to find a globally optimal set of match hypotheses.
More generally,Marr (1982)arguedthat cooperativemethodscapture
two principlesthat appearto governfluent information processing:(1) the
principle of graceful degradation, accordingto which degradingthe input
data shouldallow computationof a partial answer,and (2) the principle of
least commitment, which requiresavoidingdoing somethingthat may later
haveto be undone.Theoristsworking within the connectionistframework
havearguedthat cooperativemethodsmay be applicableto humanmemory
retrievaland higherlevel reasoning(Rumelhart,Smolensky,McClelland, &
Hinton, 1986).Severalpropertiesof an information-processingtask can
provide cuesthat a cooperativealgorithm may be appropriate.A cooperative algorithm for parallel constraintsatisfactionis preferableto any serial
decisionprocedurewhen: (a) a global decisionis composedof a numberof
constituent’decisions,(b) eachconstituentdecisionshould be basedupon
multiple constraints,(c) the outcome of the global decisioncould vary
dependingupon the order in which constraintsareappliedand constituent
decisionsaremade,and (d) thereis no principledjustification for preferring
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any particular orderingof constraintsor of constituentdecisions.(For a
philosophicaldiscussionof the importance of parallel computation, see
Thagard, 1986.)
Analogicalmappingusingconstraintsexhibitsall of thesefeatures.Hofstadter(1984)pioneeredthe useof a cooperativeprocessmodel for analogical mapping. In the Copycat model, a global mapping emergesfrom the
parallel evaluationof evidencefor interactinglocal hypothesesabout element correspondences.Similarly, a cooperativealgorithm for mapping
analogieshasbeenformulatedandimplementedhereinto a COMMON LISP
program called ACME (Analogical Constraint Mapping Engine).ACME
constructsa network of units representingmappinghypothesesand relaxes
into a staterepresentingthe bestmapping.
Inputs to ACME

In order to apply the isomorphismconstraint,a mappingmodel must have
input representationsrich enoughto distinguish(a) amongpredicatessuch
as dog, constantsrepresentingobjects suchas Fido, and identifiersrepresentingpropositionssuch as dog (Fido), and (b) betweenpredicateswith
different numbersof arguments.For example,cow canbe representedasa
one-placepredicatetaking oneargument,asin cow(Bossy),whereaslovesis
a two-placepredicatetaking two arguments,as in loves(John, Mary). The
algorithm describedbelow, like the SME mappingprogramof Falkenhainer
et al. (1986)takes as input structuresconsistingof setsof sentencesin
predicatecalculus.No particular devotionto predicatecalculusasa representationlanguage(Thagard,1984)is maintainedhere;it is usedbecauseof
its simplicity and familiarity. Othermore complexrepresentationlanguages
shouldbe amenableto similar treatment.
Severalmorespecificrepresentationalassumptionsalsodeservemention.
Propositionsmay havehierarchicalstructure,with somepredicatestaking
propositionsas arguments.For example,causeis treatedas a two-place
predicatewith propositionsrepresentingeventsor statesas its arguments
(Gentner,1983).Functionsof n argumentsare treatedas relationsof n + 1
argumentsholding amongn objectsanda value.Thus height (John, afeet)
representsthe fact that the height of John has.the value six feet.
In order to representqueriesthat serveto focus attentionon the pragmatically centralaspectsof a targetanalog,ACME allowssomearguments
to bevariablesmarkedwith a questionmark, asin “value?“. Two kinds of
queriesaredistinguishedbetweenhere:
1. Cross-stnrcfurequeriesindicate that the answerto the query should
comefrom seeingthe relevantcorrespondences
in the otheranalog.For
example, if I tell you that Ortegais like Castro, and ask you what
Ortega’spolitical views are, then you could answerby transferring
Castro’spolitical viewsover to Ortega.
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2. Internal queriesindicatethat the answerto a queryis to be found within
the structurethat containsthe query, with someelementalreadypresent in the structure answeringthe query. In comparing the stock
market crashof 1987to the crashof 1929,you may expectto map a
structuredescribingthe 1929crashto a structuredescribingthe 1987
crash.In askingwhat causedthe latter, you would expectto find some
elementof the 1987structurethat could provide the cause.This case
differs from a cross-structurequeryin that you do not expectsomeelement of the 1929situation to answeryour questionfor you directly.
Rather, you hopethat one result of mappingthe 1987and 1929situations will be to fill in the relevantelementin the 1987structureusing
anothercomponentof that structure.ACME usestwo questionmarks
to indicateinternal queries.For example,cause(Pproposition?,crashof-‘87) representsthe question,“What aspectof the situation was the
causeof the crashof 19871”As describedbelow, internal queriesare
treatedasvariablesthat allow supportto be passedto specificelements
that might fill the role of the variable.
Eachpossiblehypothesisabouta possiblepairing of an elementfrom the
sourcewith a correspondingelementof the targetis assignedto a node or
unit. Eachunit hasan activationlevel,rangingbetweensomeminimum and
maximum values,which indicatesthe plausibility of the correspondinghypothesis,with higher activation indicating greaterplausibility. Inferential
dependencies
betweenmapping hypothesesare representedby weightson
link-sbetweenunits. Supportingevidenceis givena positiveweight, anddisconfirmatory evidenceis given a negativeweight.
Setting Up a Mapping Network

The operation of the ACME program will now be describedin greater
detail. Figure2 providesa schematicillustration of the kind of input that is
providedto the programand of the kind of mappingnetworkthat the program builds. The input to the program consistsof predicate-calculus
representationsof the sourceand target analogs, plus optional information
about semanticsimilarity and pragmaticimportance.It is assumedthat a
mappingmay be computedeither from a target analogto a sourceor vice
versa.It is conjecturedthat the direction of mapping will vary depending
upon the use of the analogyand the knowledgeof the analogist.If the
sourceis much more familiar than the target,then it may be bestto try to
map sourceelementsto targetelements.On the other hand,if the sourceis
much more complicatedthan the target or if the target contains highly
salientelements,then the analogistmay attempt to map from the target to
the source.In the examplein Figure 2, the targetis mappedto the source.
When given two structuresas input, ACME automatically generatesa
networkin accordwith theconstraintspostulatedby the theory.Eachof the
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TARGET
Tl A(a)
~2 Bib)
T3 C(a.b)
T4 D(b.a)

SOURCE

Semantic
Weight@
A-M

For:
C=O

Pragmatic
Information:
IMPORTANT

D

S3 0tm.n)
S4 P(n,m)

PARTIAL

RESULTING

NETWORK

Figure
2. A schematic
example
of an ACME mapping
network.
Numbered
capital
letters
represent
proposition
identifiers,
unnumbered
capital
letters
represent
predicates,
and
lowercase
letters
represent
objects.
Solid lines represent
excitatory
connections
and dotted
lines represent
inhibitory
connections.
(See text for further
explanation.)

analogsin the simple abstractexampledepictedin Figure 2 includesfour
propositions,2 one-placepredicates,2 two-placepredicates,and 2 objects.
The first stepin building a mappingnetwork is to constructmappingunits
correspondingto eachpossiblehypothesisaboutpairingsbetweenelements.
Two restrictionsare usedto limit the number of units formed. First, the
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fype restrictionlimits possiblecorrespondences
to thosebetweenelements
of the samebasictype: propositionsto propositions,n-placepredicatesto
n-placepredicates,andobjectsto objects.’ Second,theparl-correspondence
restrictionallows pairingsonly betweenpropositionswithin corresponding
major parts of the two analogs.The latter restriction only appliesif the
analogsare in fact divided into major parts. In the examplesdealt with in
this article, the part-correspondence
restriction is only implemented for
problem analogies.Problemscan be divided into the basicparts of initial
state,goal state,solution constraints,operators,and solution steps(Carbone& 1983;Newell & Simon, 1972).ACME assumesthat propositions
describinginitial statesmap to propositionsdescribinginitial states,propositions describinggoalsto propositionsdescribinggoals, and so on. Similarly, it would be possibleto restrict mappingsinvolving story structuresto
propositions within such correspondingmajor parts as the setting and
resolution.
Neitherof theserestrictionson unit formation in the currentimplementation of ACME shouldbe considereddefinitive. The type restriction can be
viewedasa meansof settinga low thresholdof minimal similarity that is requiredin orderto considersettingup mappingunit linking two elements.The
part-correspondence
restrictioncanbeviewedas a type of serialapplication
of the isomorphismconstrainton mapping,in which prior correspondences
betweenhigh-levelpartsareusedto constrainmoredetailedcorrespondences.
Possiblemodificationsof theserestrictionswill be discussedin the General
DiscussiDn.

The mappingunits in Figure2 thus representsall possiblepairingsof elementsof the samebasictype. For eachtwo-placepredicatein thetarget,for
example,units are establishedfor eachpossiblepairing with a two-place
sourcepredicate(e.g., C= 0 and C=fl. The part-correspondence
restriction is not illustrated in this simple example.Units correspondingto pairings betweenone-placepredicates(e.g., A =M); pairings betweenobjects
(e.g., a=@, and pairings betweenpropositions (e.g., Tl =SI) are also
constructed.
As the units areestablished,links areformed betweenthem to implement
the constraintof structuralconsistency.All links are symmetrical,with the
sameweight regardlessof direction. For example,excitatorylinks (representedby solid lines)are formed betweenTI = S1 andA = M, TZ = SI and
’ ACME does not distinguish bawecn object con5tan~ and variablu representing chx55e5of
objects; hence the type restriction doe5 not preclude mapping an object to a variable. Also note
that mapping unit5 may sometimes be formed for propositions with unequal numbers of predicates if 5uch a mapping is suggested by a mapping of higher-order relations. For example, if
muse (Tl, 72) were mapped to CUKW(S3, SZ), then the mapping unit TI = S3 would be formed
even if Tl ha8 one argument and S3 has two arguments. In this case, however, the type rutricdon would preclude forming a mapping unit linking the predicates of Tl and Sl.
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u = m, and A = M and a = m. All excitatorylinks havea default excitation
weightgivenby parametere. For predicatesthat take more than one argument, the argumentmappingssupport eachother, as in the link between
u = m and b = n which is suggested
by both 73= S3and T4 = S4. Weightson
links areadditive,sothat the weightbetweena = m and b = m will be double
the valueof e. Links arealso createdbetweenpredicate-mappingunits and
their correspondingargument-mappingunits. Each potential correspondencebetweenpropositionsthusgeneratesan interconnectedsubnetworkof
mutually consistentcorrespondences
amongelementsof the propositions.’
Figure2 only showsa subsetof the links that would be formed for this example.Figure3 depictsthe full setof excitatorylinks that would be created
in the courseof mapping two propositionswith two-placepredicates,T3
and S3.
After all the units have been formed, inhibitory links (representedin
Figure 2 by dashedlines) with weightsequal to parameteri are formed to
connectall units that representalternativemappingsfor the sameelement.
aIn anearlier
version
of ACME, propositionswerenotmapped
directlyusingproposition
identifiers; rather, mapping units werebasedsolelyupon correspondences
betweenpredicates
and betweentheir arguments.Structuralconsistencywasenforced by placingexcitatoryconnectionsfrom pre&r~~=predMe~ units to objec@=ob/ects
units. In many instancesthis
simplerarchitectureis satisfactory.However, it leadsto error in certaincases.For example,
considerthe following fragmentsfrom target and sourceanalogs:
TI: D(a, b)

Sl: M(x, y)
S2: N(x, z)
S3: N(w, y).

Supposethat other evidenceprovideshigh activationto the object-mappingunits c =x and
=y. Intuitively, this information shouldsufficeto establishthat predicateD mapsto Mratha
than to N. However, without mapping units for the proposition identifiers (e.g., Tl =SI),
ACME erroneouslywould provide slightly higher activation to D=N than to D-M.
The
reasonis that although excitatorylinks will be formed from u=.v and b=y to D=M (based
upon the possiblemapping of Tl and Sl), thesewinning
object-mapping
uniuwillalaoeach
have excitatorylinks to D= N. A link from a=x to D=N will be formed on the basisof the
possiblecorrespondenceof Tl with S2, and a link from b=y to D= N will be formed on the
basisof the possiblecorrespondence
of Tl with S3.Since,in addition, two possibleproposition
correspondences
favor D = N whereasonly one favorsD =M, the overaIl resultis a preference
for linking D to N rather than to the intuitively correctchoice,hf.
Sucherrorsarisebecausethe mapping network fails to capturea crucialaspectof structural
consistency,which dependsupon mapping propositionsasintegral units. The presentarchitecture of ACME avoidserrorsof thissort by introdudng proposition-mappingunits whichhave
excitatorycommctionsboth to the correspondingpredicate-mappingtits and to the objectmappingunits. in addition to forming directexcitatorycotmectionsbetweenthe latter typesof
units. In the aboveexample,the proposition-mappingtmit Tf = SI will be favoredover its two
competitors,which in turn ensuresthat D = M is preferred to D = N. We thank Dawn Cohen
for identifying a chemistryanalogythat first brought this problem with the earlierarchitecture
to our attention.
b
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Thus the units C=O and C=P will be mutually inhibitory, as will C=P
and D = P. For clarity, Fiiure 2 depicts only a subset of all the links actually
constructed, omitting, for example, the inhibitory links between 27 =SI
and TI = SI.
In addition to the units representing mapping hypotheses, the network
includes two special units. The semanticunit is used to convey information
about the system’s prior assessment of the degree of semantic similarity between each pair of meaningful concepts in the target and source, and the
pragmaticunit similarly is used to convey information about the pragmatic
importance of possible correspondences. The semantic-similarity constraint
is enforced by placing excitatory links from the semantic unit to all units rep
resenting mappings between predicates. The weights on these links are made
proportional to the degree of semantic similarity between the mapped concepts. Similarly, the pragmatic+entrality constraint is represented by weights
on links connecting the pragmatic unit to relevant mapping units.
The list of semantic weights provides numerical values that reflect the
degree of semantic similarity between target-source predicate pairs.’ Semantic similarity values, which range from a minimum value smh representing
* ACME represents objects by semantically empty constants; similarity of objects is reprosented indirectly by similarity of the mapped predicates that apply to the objects. It is possible,
however. that people arrive at judgmcuts of object-object similarity prior to the mapping stage.
perhaps using additional information besides predicates available to the mapping process. The
program could easily be extended to allow similarity weights to direcdy reflect object+bjcct as
wdl as prcdicat~pR!dicate similarities.
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no similarity to a maximum value smw automatically given to identical
predicates, are given to ACME by statements of the form:
(SIMKARcconcept-1>

<concept-2> <degree>).

If no similarity degree is given, then ACME assumes the minimum value.
Thus in Figure 2, semantic weights are only explicitly provided for the units
A = M and C= 0, which represent units linking concepts with some degree
of similarity that lies between the minimum value and identity.
Important elements are indicated by inputs of the form
(IMPORTANT<element>)
which sets up links with weights equal to parameter pl from the pragmatic
unit to all units concerning the mapping of the element. Figure 2 shows D as
an IMPORTANT
element, so that there are excitatory links from the pragmatic unit to both of the units concerning how D could be mapped.
ACME also allows pragmatic support to be provided to a particular correspondence that the analogist may presume to hold. The input
(PRSSUIvlED < hypothesis >)
sets up a mapping from the pragmatic unit directly to the unit representing
that hypothesis, with a weight equal to parameter p2. Thus IMPORTANT
provides support to the class of possible mappings for an important element,
whereas PRESUMED provides support to a particular mapping hypothesis.
In addition to its use of pragmatic weights, ACME also represents pragmatic information related to questions for which an answer is sought by
special query variables. Table 1 provides a summary of ACME’s algorithm
for forming a mapping network.
Rumlng the Network
The manner in which the network is run to arrive at a solution is a straightforward application of constraint-satisfaction
methods that have been investigated extensively in other applications (see Rumelhart et al., 1986). To
initialize the network, the activation levels of the semantic and pragmatic
units are fixed at 1, and the activations of all other units are set to some
minimal value. On each cycle of activity, all units (except the semantic and
pragmatic units) have their activation levels updated on the basis of the activation levels and weights associated with neighboring units and links. The
updating procedure is based upon that suggested by Grossberg (1978). The
activation level of unit j on cycle t + I is given by
uj(t+ 1) =uj(f)(l -d) +ene@uzx-aj(t))+hefj(q(f)-min)
where d is a decay parameter, enetj is the net excitatory input, and ine$ is
the net inhibitory input (a negative number), with min = - 1 and max= 1.

Summary

‘TABLE I
of the ACME Algorithms
for Forming
o Mapping
Performlng
Conrtralnt
Satlsfactlon

Network

and

Consider
a mapping
between
structures
T and S. Let propn be the ith proposition
of structure T, and let predn be the predicate
ln the ith proposition
of T, and let argTtk be the obfect
or praposltlon
corresponding
to the kth argument
of the lth proposition
in T, with analogous
deflnltlons
of propq.
pred~f. and arggfk.
I.

Setting Up A Mapping
Network
A. For each proposition
propn in T. conslstlng
of (pm&
(orgTu orgTt2 . . . argnn).
for each proposition
propsf In S, conslstlng
of (predsf (argqt
argSf2 . . . arggtm),
lf propn and props1 ore in the same part (e.g., goal) of their respective
structure,
and have the same number
of arguments
(I.e., n=m),
then: (1) construct
the units propn=propSf,
predTt=predSf,
ond each argTtk=orgSfk;
(2) construct
links between
propn=propSf
and predn=predgf;
(3) construct
links between
propTt=propSf
and each argTtk=argSlk;
(4) construct
Ilnks between
predn=predSf
ond each argTtk=orgStk;
(5) construct
llnks between
each palr of orgTtk=orgSfk.
Note I : These ore excitatory
llnks wlth equal weights
set by o default
excitation
parameter
e.
Note 2: A unit will not be formed
If It would be redundant
wlth a unit formed
previously,
but the weight
on a link Is Incremented
by e for each
proposltlon
that supports
it.
B. Construct
lnhlbltory
links between
any two units that represent
incompatlble
moppings, wlth o negotlve
welght
set by a default
inhibition
parameter
f.
Note 3: If a mopplng
unit connects
an Internal-query
variable
to some other
element
(i.e., ?query?=
<element
>)# then construct
excitatory
(mther
than lnhlbltory)
llnks to other units representing
possible
mappings
to <element
>.
C. For each predicate-mapping
unit predn=predSf,
construct
a link from the semantlc
unit based on the degree of semantic
slmilarlty
between
the two predlcotes,
wlth a
weight
mnglng
from a mlnlmum
value tmtn if there Is no slmllarlty
to a maxlmum
value smox if the predicates
are ldentlcol.
D. For each element
(predicate,
obfect,
or proposltlon)
listed as IMPORTANT.
construct a link from the pragmatic
unlt to each unit concerning
o mopping
for that
element,
with a weight equol to a parameter
pi for pragmatic
centrality
for
IMPORTANT
mopplngs.
E. For each unit Ilsted as PRESUMED, construct
a llnk from the pragmatic
unit with a
weight
equal to a parameter
p2 for pragmatic
centrollty
for PRESUMED mappings.
To summarize,
A (1-S) and B Implement
the structural
constraint
of lsomorphlsm,
C
Implements
the semantic
slmllarlty
canstmlnt,
and D and E (along wlth Note 3) lmplement the pmgmatlc
centrality
constrolnt.

II. Running

the Network

The algorithm
for synchronously
updating
the units In the network
Is:
Clamp the octlvations
of the semantic
and pragmatic
units at the maximum
value,
Set activations
of all other units to an lnltlal volue (e.g., .Ol).
At each cycle,
I. For each unlt u, calculate
the new octlvatlon
of u In accord with the equatlons
In text, conslderlng
each unit u’ llnked to u.
2. Set the actlvotlon
of u to the new activation.
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The value of enerJis equalto Clw~or(t)for wu>O, and the valueof inet) is
equalto the samequantity when wuc 0. The quantity 0((f) is the output on
cycler of a unit with activationur, with or(r)=max (u/(t), 0). On eachcycle
updatingis synchronousacrossall units (seeTable 1). Activation valuesare
constrainedto rangefrom min to max.‘
The degreeto which the activationlevelsof units satisfythe constraints
imposedby the weightson links is approximatedby a measuretermedG,
definedas
G(t)= CiCjwuor(r)oj(f).
The valueof G can be interpretedas a rough indexof the overall fit of the
emergingmappingto the constraintsof isomorphism,similarity, and pragmatic centrality.’
Comparison

With Other Shuulation Models of Analogy

As noted earlier, many previoussimulation modelsof analogicalmapping
havebeenproposed(seeHall, 1989;Thagard, 1988b).Other models have
includedstructural, semantic,and pragmaticconstraintson mapping, but
no singlemodel has integratedtheseconstraintsasACME does.The most
closelyrelatedprevioussimulationis theSME program(Falkenhaineret al.,
‘ Variousalternativevariantsof the updating procedurewereexplored.Performanceis improved for someexamplesif the minimum and maximum activation valuesare made asymmetric (min = - .3), asadvocatedby Grossberg(1978).The formula employedin McClelland
and Rumelhart’s(1981)model of word recognitionwasalsoused,in whichthe activationlevel
of unit j on cycleI is given by
ner/(mw-q(t)) if ner/>O
- min) otherwise,
i net&(t)
wherem/n = - 1 and mar= 1. The net input to unit /, neg, is equal to Clwuo[(Q; o/(f) is the
output on cyclet of a unit with activation UL with oi(t) =m~~~(crr(&O).
The Chossbergrule
considersexcitatory and inhibitory inputs separatelyin adjusting activations, whereasthe
McClellan’dand Rumelhart rule sumsall inputs before making the adjustment.Although both
rulesyieldsimiiarresultsfor most of the examples,the Grossbergrule provedmore effectivein
someof the more complexcases.
For both rulesit provedimportant to imposea zero thresholdon the outputs of units, SO
that units with negativeactivationsdo not influence the units to which they are connected.
Without this restriction,two unitswith negativeactivationlevelsthat havean inhibitory weight
on the connection betweenthem will excite each other, yielding counterintuitiveresultsfor
someexamples.
1The formula for 0 usedin ACME is a variantof that usedby Rumelhartet al. (1986).The
presentalgorithm operatesonly on internal weights,and doesnot involveany externalinputs.
In addition, outputs rather than activation valuesare usedbecause of the introduction of a
threshold on outputs. Links betweenunits that both have negativeactivationsthus do not
affect the value of G. Although there is not a proof that the activation-updatingprocedure
finds a local maximum of G, the measurehas been found to be heuristicallyusefuf in interpreting the behavior of the program.
u/(f+l)=u~(r)(l-d)+
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1986, in press). SME is designed as a “tool kit” for implementing different
possible mapping rules; the comparison here is with SME operating with
rules based upon Gentner’s (1983, 1989) structure-mapping theory. ACME
and SME have several important similarities; indeed, in many respects
ACME can be characterized as an extension of SME, even though it operates differently. Both models provide content-independent accounts of the
mapping process, and both derive a global “best” mapping from a set of
constituent hypotheses about element correspondences (the mapping units
of ACME and the “match hypotheses” of SME). Both programs operate
on predicate-calculus representations of analogs, and both emphasize the
role of proposition mappings in enforcing mappings between corresponding
elements of the propositions.
In terms of the basic constraints, ACME’s isomorphism constraint is a
generalized version of the constraints of structural consistency and one-toone mapping that are employed by SME. Two differences in ACME’s treatment of structural constraints are notable. First, ACME treats isomorphism
as a separate constraint from semantic similarity. Whereas SME requires
multiplace relations to be identical in order to be mapped, ACME allows
mappings between relations with no similarity beyond having the same
number of arguments. ACME’s more abstract version of the isomorphism
constraint allows the program to compute mappings beyond the scope of
SME. ACME can exploit its sensitivity to abstract isomorphism to find
important similarities between predicates, rather than depending upon the
similarities being preceded in the initial representations of the analogs. This
creative aspect of analogy is not well captured by models of mapping that
are more highly dependent upon preexisting similarities or identities.
As we noted earlier, Gentner’s systematicity principle, which is implemented in SME, describes one major type of information that can be used
to identify isomorphisms: mappings of higher-order relations constrain
mappings of first-order relations, which in turn constrain mappings of objects. ACME is also sensitive to systematicity, although such information is
viewed symmetrically (e.g., not only do relation mappings constrain object
mappings, but object mappings constrain relation mappings). The systematicity principle can be viewed as a special case of the general use of interrelated propositions to identify isomorphisms. In both ACME and SME,
interrelated fnst-order relations also convey information about isomorphism, especially with multiplace relations. (The greater the number of
arguments in a pair of mapped propositions, the greater the information
provided about argument mappings.) Indeed, ACME (but not SME) can
potentially find a unique mapping using no information except patterns of
semantically unrelated monadic predicates (attributes), if these are in fact
sufficient to create unique assignments of objects to sets of attributes. (An
example of a mapping based solely upon attributes will be presented in the
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section on applications of ACME to formal isomorphisms.) Thus ACME’s
sensitivity to structure is by no means dependent upon’higher-order relations.
A further difference between ACME and SME involves the “tightness”
of structural constraints on mapping. SME begins the mapping process by
identifying consistently mappable subsets of the analogs. Any violation of
the strong restriction that mapped relations must be identical marks the
limit of a consistently mappable subset. The program typically yields several
such subsets, ranked in order of “goodness.” In contrast, ACME treats the
constraints of isomorphism, semantic similarity, and pragmatic centrality
as pressures that operate in parallel to find a single mapping that best satisfies all of the converging and competing constraints to some (typically imperfect) degree. The program on any one run finds a single set of “best”
mapping units (although relatively high activation levels on other units will
convey information about possible alternative mappings). Whereas SME
explicitly constructs global mappings and evaluates them, the global mappings selected by ACME are only implicitly determined by means of the
links between mapping hypotheses.
More generally, ACME includes semantic and pragmatic constraints on
the mapping component, as well as purely structural constraints. ACME
prefers mappings between elements that are semantically similar, whereas
SME excludes such information as relevant only to stages of analogy outside mapping. To implement the constraint of pragmatic centrality, ACME
allows preferences for PRESUMED mappings and for mappings involving
IMPORTANT’ elements. More subtly, it prefers mappings that have the
potential to answer queries internal to a structure. Somewhat similarly,
SME includes a preference for mappings that generate the greatest number
of inferences; although not characterized as such by Falkenhainer et al.
(1986), this preference might be construed as a pragmatic factor. However,
the program does not consider whether the possible inferences are relevant
to the goals of the analogist, as ACME does. In line with the emphasis on
the pragmatic aspects of analogy, it is contended here that analogists will
tend to prefer mappings that produce the inferences they are interested in,
not inferences in general.
In its use of a connectionist architecture ACME has important similaii~
ties to the Copycat program developed by Hofstadter (1984; Hofstadter &
Mitchell, 1988), which also derives the globally best analogy from the outcomes of parallel competitions among interacting hypotheses about element
correspondences. However, the constraints embodied in Copycat, like those
used in SME, explicitly exclude pragmatic considerations.
ACME, SME, and Copycat are all much more complex than the mapping
schemes implicitly included in sin-ndation models that do not operate on
cross-domain analogies .(or, in the case of Copycat, on novel relational
intradomain correspondences). If one is modeling only analogies within a
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highly structureddomain, mapping can be virtually trivial (especiallyfor
small examples),sinceessentiallythe samepredicatesand argumentswill
exist in both domains.For example,in Andersonand Thompson’s(1989)
model of usinganalogiesin programmingLISP, eachpieceof LISP codeis
representedwith an explicit form and function. Mapping consistsmerelyof
applyingsimilar forms to codewith similar functions.Work on case-based
reasoningalso tendsto be restrictedto intradomain analogies(e.g., Hammond, 1986;Kolodner& Simpson,1988).If analogyis restrictedto a single
domain in which the samepredicatesand argumentsturn up in both structuresto bemapped,mappingbecomesa verysimplespecialcaseof the more
complexprocessesusedby ACME and SMB for cross-domainanalogies.
It shouldbenotedthat thereareimportant tiesbetweenthetheory’streatment of the basicconstraintson mappingand ACME’s useof an algorithm
baseduponparallelconstraintsatisfaction.In an abstractisomorphism,it is
impossibleto assesswhetherthe mappingbetweenany two propositionsin
the targetand sourceis valid without consideringthe mappingsof all other
propositions,becausethe validity of any possiblecorrespondence
depends
uponits relationshipto the entireanalogicalstructure.Whenthe additional
semanticand pragmaticconstraintsareincluded,the degreeof interdependencebetweenmapping hypothesesincreaseseven further. Parallel constraint satisfactionis ableto dealwith this sort of extremeinterdependence
by allowing all local mappingdecisionsto emergetogetherin anincremental
fashion.
APPLICATIONS

OF ACME

Analogical reasoningcan servemany different functions. Major contexts
for analogyuseincludeproblemsolving, whenthe solution to one problem
suggestsa solution to a similar one; argumentation,when similarities betweentwo situationsareusedto contendthat what is true in onesituationis
likely to be true in the other; and explanation,whena familiar topic is used
to provide understandingof a less familiar one. In addition, analogical
reasoningis alsousedto understandformal analogiesof the sort found in
mathematics,as well as metaphors,which can be employedto serveboth
explanatoryand more aestheticfunctions. Giventhe fundamentalassumption that all usesof analogyinvolve the samebasicmapping mechanism,
it follows that a theory of analogicalmappingshouldapply to a full range
of examples.
Table 2 lists the principal analogiesto which ACME has beenapplied,
alOngwith the numberof units andlinks that wereformed for each.All of
theseexamplesare discussedbelow, exceptfor the chemicalanalogiespresentedin Thagard, Cohen, and Holyoak (1989).Becausetranslation of
analogiesin natural languageinto predicate-calculusinputs is somewhat
arbitrary,theseapplicationsdo not constitutestrict testsof thetheoryimple-
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TABLE 2
of Applications

of ACME
Number
Units

Analogs
Lightbulb/radtotlon
problems
(4 versions)
(Holyoak
8 Koh, 1987)
f+tress/radlatlon
problems
(Glck 8 Holyoak.
1980)
Connlbals
and mlsslonartes/farmer’s
dtlemmo
(Gholson
et al., 1988)
Contras
Inference
Polltlcs inference
(2 verslons)
Water-flow/heat-flow
explanatlon
(2 verslons)
(Folkenhalner
et al., 1986)
Solar system/atom
explonatlon
(Falkenhalner
et al., 1986)
Jealous
animal stories
(6 versions)
(Gentner
8 Toupln,
1986)
Addltion/unlon
Attrlbute
mapping
Mldwlfe/Socrates
(3 verslons)
(Klttay.
1987)
Chemical
analogles
(8 different
analogies)
(Thagard
et al., 19B9)
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W-192

problems

of

Number
Symmetric
1373-1773

41

144

144

973

95
55-67
62-127

169
308381
317-1010

93
12t214
162
43
97-203

of
llnks

733
1048-1783
1468
220
534-1702

mented in ACME. Nevertheless,they show that ACME is applicableto
awidevariety of analogiesand is consistentwith experimentalresultsthat
revealwhenanalogicalmapping is difficult for people.
In order to demonstratethat ACME can accountfor performanceon a
widevarietyof analogiesusinga consistentsetof parameters,all parameters
were held constantacrossthe entire set of applications.Unlessotherwise
stated,all runsemployedthe Grossbergupdatingrule with min = - 1, mux=
1, and d= .l. Weightparametersweree= .l, i= - .2, smin=O, smut= .l,
pl = .I, andp2 = .3. Mapping unitswereinitialized at activation= .Ol. Intermediatesimilarity weightswill be notedin thoseexampleswhen they were
used.The pragmaticcentralityparameterswereonly usedin a subsetof the
examples.The sensitivityof the programto variationsin the parameterset
will be describedlater.
Problem Analogies
Convergence
Anafogiss.ACME hasbeenappliedto a numberof problem
analogiesinvolving the useof a “convergence”solution, in which several
weakforcesareappliedsimultaneouslyto a centrallylocatedobjectin order
to achievethe effect of a singlelarge force (Click & Holyoak, 1980,1983;
Holyoak & Koh, 1987).In experimentalwork using thesematerials, the
targetanaloghastypically beena “radiation problem,” in which a doctor
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must find a way to usea ray to destroya stomachtumor without harming
the surroundingtissue (Duncker, 1945).Holyoak and Koh (1987)comparedthe effectivenessof four alternativeversionsof a sourceanalogbased
upon a “lightbulb problem,” in which a brokenfilament in a lightbulb must
be repaired.The four versionswere defined by two types of variations.
Surfacesimilarity to the ray usedin the targetwas variedby manipulating
whetherthe force usedin the lightbulb problem wasa laser(highly similar
to a ray) or an ultrasoundbeam (lesssimilar). Similarity of problem constraintswasalsovaried.The similar constraintin the sourcewasthenecessity
to avoid breakingthe fragileglassbulb surroundingthe filament (analogous
to avoidinginjury to the tissuesurroundingthe tumor). The dissimilar constraint wasthat a forceof sufficiently high intensitywasnot available.Table
3 presentspredicate-calculusrepresentationsof the “laser/fragile-glass”
versionof the lightbulb problem and of the radiation problem. These,togetherwith similar representations
of the otherlightbulb versions,wereused
as inputs to ACME. Each propositionin an analogis representedby a list
consistingof a predicate,a list of arguments,and a name for the proposition. In the surface-similarversionsACME wasgivena similarity weightof
.08 for the mapping unit ray-source= laser. Pragmatic-centralityweights
werenot usedin any of theseexamplesof problem analogies,sinceall elementsof the representationswereselectedto be important. In eachrun the
possiblemappinghypotheses
werelimited by the part-correspondence
restriction (i.e., goal elementsmust map to goal elements,and so on).
Becauseof their complexity, a figure showingthe full network created
usingtheaboveinput, with its 192units and 1773links, cannotbepresented.
However,Figure 4, reproduceddirectly from a screendump of a graphics
programrunning with ACME, showsthe nodesconnectedto a typical unit,
ray-source= laser Thick lines indicateexcitatory links and thin lines indicateinhibitory links; the weightof thelink is specifiedby a numbermidway
in the line. Beneatheachnodeis a truncatednumberindicatingthe activation of the namedunit. The networkcanbebrowsedto showthe connectivity
of anothernodesimply by clicking on that node.
Table4 presentsthe output of ACME after mappingthe radiation problem with the laser/fragile-glassversionof the lightbulb problem. This and
all other tablesof outputsto be presentedgivesthe optimal mappingsobtained after the network has settledat an asymptote,defined as the first
cycleat whichno unit hasits activationadjustedby morethan .OOl. For this
examplethe network settlesafter 31 cycles.The asymptoticvalue of G is
also printed, along with the bestmapping for eachobject, eachpredicate,
and eachpropositionusedas the argumentof a higher-orderrelation. (No
propositionsappearasargumentsin this example.)The programdefinesthe
“best” mapping of an elementas the correspondingmapping unit with
highestactivation level, regardlessof absolutemagnitude;however,it is
natural to interpret casesin which the most active unit is very weak (e.g.,

Predicate-Calculus
(Laser, Fragile-Glass

LIGHTBULB

PROBLEM
Start:

For good-constraint

Far poor-constraint

Goals:
For goad-constraint
For poor-constraint

RADIATION

SIMILARITY:

PROBLEM

TABLE 3
Representations
of Lightbulb
and Insufficient-Intensity
ond Radiation
Problems

Problem
Versions)

(source)
(laser (obi-laser)
fl)
(bulb (abj-bulb)
f2)
(filament
(obj-filament)
f3)
(surround
(obj-bulb
obj-filament)
(outside
(obi-laser
obi-bulb)
f5)
version,
add:
(can-produce
(high-intensity
(can-destroy
(can-produce
(law-intensity
(cannot-fuse
(cannot-destroy

f4)

(obf-laser
obj-beams-high)
196)
(obf-beams-highobi-filament)
fg8)
(obj-beams-high
obf-bulb)
fg9)
(obi-laser
abi~beams~iow)
fgl0)
(obi-beams-low)
fgll)
(obi-beams-low
obj-filament)
fg12)
(obi-beams-low
obi-bulb)
fgf3)

version,
add instead:
(cannot-produce
(obi-laser
obf-beams-high)
(high-intensity
(obj-beams-high)
fp7)
(can-fuse
(obj-beams-high
abf-filament)
(can-produce
(obi-laser
obf-beams-low)
(low-intensity
(obi-beams-low)
fpll)
(cannot-fuse
(obi-beams-low
obf-filament)
(fuse (obi-laser
obj-filament)
f21)
version,
add:
(not-destroyed
version,
add
(con-produce

(obi-bulb)
instead:
(obi-laser

fp6)
fp8)
fpl0)
fp12)

fg22)
obj-beams-high)

fp22)

(target)

Start:

(ray-source
(obi-ray)
dl)
(tissue (abf-tissue)
d2)
(tumor
(obf-tumor)
d3)
(surround
(obf-tissue
obj-tumor)
d4)
(outside
(obf-ray
obf-tissue)
d5)
(can-produce
(obj-ray
obj-rays-high)
d6)
(high-intensity
(obj-rays-high)
d7)
(can-destroy
(obf-rays-high
objfumor)
d8)
(can-destroy
(obj-rays-high
abj-tissue)
d9)
(can-produce
(obi-roy
obj-rays-low)
dl0)
(low-intensity
(abf-rays-law)
dll)
(cannot-destroy
(obf-rays-low
obj-tumor)
d12)
(cannot-destroy
(obj-rays-low
obi-tissue)
d13)

Goals:

(destroy
(obi-ray
obi-tumor)
(not-destroyed
(obf-tissue)

(similar

rav-source

laser

d21)
d22)

.08)
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Figure
4. Output
of a gmphics
pmgmm
running
excitatory
and inhibitory
connections
to the unit

with

ACME.

showing

the

subnetwork

of

my-source=loser

activation less than 20) as target elements that have no good map in the
source. (There are no such unmapped elements in this example.)
ACME also displays any additional possible mappings for each element,
defined a+ units other than the best, which have activations greater than a
threshold set at 20. In most cases each element has a single clear best mapping, but the occasional secondary mappings are also of interest. For example, the predicate can-destroy in the radiation problem has can-destroy in
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the target problem as its best map (activation = .58), but has a secondary
mapping to can-fuse (activation = .39). The reason for this dual mapping is
apparent at the level of propositions (see Table 3). The high-strength ray can
destroy the tissue just as the high-strength laser can destroy the bulb (i.e.,
d9 = fg9), but at the same time the high-strength ray can destroy the tumor
just as the high-strength laser can fuse the filament (d8 = fg8). ACME finds
the intuitively correct best mapping for both source propositions (uY=fg9
has activation = .69, and d8 =fg8 has activation ~58). However, at the level
of predicate mappings can-destroy = can-&t~y
is preferred to can-dfzstroy =
can-fuse because of the greater semantic similarity of the concepts in the
former mapping.
This analogy demonstrates that ACME can successfully map relations
without requiring that they be coded as identical or even similar (e.g., destray =fuse, activation = .71). One could argue, of course, that these relations overlap at the level of their underlying semantic structures, as both are
causatives. However, this is a very abstract similarity; intuitively, the differences between the two predicates (e.g., one involves destruction and the
other construction) are at least as salient as their similarities. The operation
of ACME suggests how the overall structure of an analog can force dissimilar predicates into correspondence. The mapping thus leads to (rather than
results from) discovery of underlying similarities. Once two predicates have
been mapped, their similarities are highlighted while their differences are
forced into the background.
The output provided in Table 4 does not reflect the history of activation
of units as the network settles. Such information can be displayed, however,
by using a graphics program that runs simultaneously with ACME and
graphs the activation values of selected units. Figure 5 depicts activation
histories of all the units concerning the mappings of ray-source, tissue, and
tumor. In each graph, the x-axis is for time over 60 cycles of updating, and
the y-axis shows activations ranging between 1 and - 1, with the horizontal
line indicating activation of 0. For example, the unit ra)csource = laser rises
steadily and then asymptotes, while the other units concerning the mapping of
ray-source asymptote at negative activation values. This graph illustrates the
characteristic stability of the asymptotic activation levels of individual units.
Table 5 presents results of running ACME on four versions of the convergence problem. The top row of the table presents the number of ‘%ycles
to success” for each version, defined as the number of cycles required for
each correct mapping unit (for objects, predicates, and propositions used as
arguments) to exceed the activation of its nearest competitor. It has generally been found that cycles to success provides a useful measure of relative
difficulty of analogical mappings. Holyoak and Koh (1987) measured the
percent of undergraduates who produced the convergence solution to the
radiation problem after reading one of the four versions of the lightbulb
problem, both before a hint to use the source was given, and in total, after a
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Activation

Values

of Best

THAGARD
4

Mappings
of Radiation
Problem
(Laser/Fragile-Glass
Version)*

to Lightbulb

Problem

Network
has settled
by cycle 31.
Test: TEST0
Totol times:
32
Thu May 5 15:17:40
EDT 1988
Laser analogy:
basic. good constraint.
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
4.84
Calculating
the best mappings
after 32 cycles.
Best mapping
of RAY-SOURCE
is LASER. 0.69
Best mopping
of TISSUE is BULB. 0.59
Best mopping
of TUMOR
is FILAMENT.
0.59
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mopping
mapping
mopping
mopping
Mopping
mopping
mopping

of SURROUND
is SURROUND.
0.77
of OUTSIDE
is OUTSIDE.
0.77
of CAN-PRODUCE
is CAN-PRODUCE.
0.88
of HIGH-INTENSITY
is HIGH-INTENSITY.
0.71
of CAN-DESTROY
is CAN-DESTROY.
0.58
with CAN-FUSE
is also possible:
0.39
of LOW-INTENSITY
is LOW-INTENSITY.
0.71
of CANNOT-DESTROY
is CANNOT-DESTROY.

Best
Best
Best

Mapping
mapping
mopping
mapping

with CANNOT-FUSE
is also possible:
0.39
of DESTROY is FUSE. 0.71
of NOT-DESTROYED
is NOT-DESTROYED.
0.71
of OBJ-RAYS-LOW
is OBJ-BEAMS-LOW.
0.88

Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mopping
mapping
mopping

of
of
of
of

l
Volues ore activations
results
are token directly
to 2 decimal
places.

OBJ-RAYS-HIGH
Is OBJ-BEAMS-HIGH.
OBJ-TUMOR
is OBJ-FILAMENT.
0.90
OW-TISSUE
Is OW-BULB.
0.91
OBJ-RAYis OW-LASER.
0.92

0.58

0.88

of units after settling.
This table and all other tables of mopping
from ACME outputs,
except
thot all numbers
have been rounded

hint was provided. For comparison with ACME’s mapping results, these
data are provided at the bottom of Table 5. Since ACME is modeling mapping only, not retrieval, the more relevant comparison is with the number of
solutions after a hint was given. ACME is able to find the correct set of
mappings in all four cases. Cycles to success does not differ as a function of
surface similarity. All versions of the analogy have such extensive structural
correspondences that the extra weight from the semantic unit to the mapping
unit corresponding to the more similar predicate pair, ray-source=furef,
has no measurable impact upon mapping difficulty. As the data from the
Holyoak and Koh (1987) study indicate, people are also able to derive the
mapping equally well in the laser and ultrasound conditions once a hint is
provided.
Cycles to success does increase slightly for the two poor-constraint versions. Most seriously, proposition d22 in the radiation problem, which
expresses the major constraint of not destroying the healthy tissue, has no
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units

over

6Ocycles

of updating

map at all in the poor-constraint versions of the lightbulb problems. This
breakdown of the analogy is likely to be a major part of the reason tiansfer
was impaired for human subjects in the poor-constraint conditions of the
Holyoak and Koh (1987) experiment.
ACME has also been applied to another convergence analogy, in which
the target is the radiation problem and the source is the “fortress problem”
used by Gick and Holyoak (1980). In the latter problem a general divides his
tiy
intb small groups and has them converge simultaneously on a fortress
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TABLE 5
of Lightbulb/Radiotlon

Ultrasound/
Fmglle-gloss

Problem
Laser/
lnsuff IclentIntensity

Analogy
Ultrasound/
lnsuff icientIntensity

3

3

5

5

69

38

33

13

75

81

60

47

and Koh (1987)

to captureit. ACME is also ableto find the appropriatemapping for this
additional convergenceanalogy.
Homomorphs of Mhionaries-and-Cannibals.
ACME’s performanceon
the convergenceanalogiesindicatesthat it can find useful mappingsin the
absenceof a strict isomorphism. Humans can sometimesshow problemsolving transferbetweenhomomorphsthat requiremore extensiveone-tomany or many-to-onemappings.Oncesuchexamplehasbeenprovidedby
Gholson,Eymard,Long, Morgan,andLeemii (1988).In the “missionariesand-cannibals”problem, it is necessaryto geta numberof missionariesand
cannibalsacrossa river in a boat without leavingany missionariesoutnumbered,andhenceeaten,by cannibals.Thehomomorphic“farmer’s dilemma”
problem requiresa farmer to take a fox, a goose,and somecorn acrossa
mountainin his wagonwithout havingthe fox eatthegooseor thegooseeat
the corn. Theseproblems are not isomorphic sincemultiple missionaries
and multiple cannibalsmap equallywell to a singlecorn and a singlefox,
respectively.Gholsonet al. (1988)found that third- and fourth-gradechildren who had learneda solution to the farmer’s dilemma problem were
facilitated in subsequentlysolving a simpleversionof the missionaries-andcannibalsproblem (with three missionariesand two cannibals).However,
no transfer was obtainedin the reversedirection, from missionaries-andcannibalsto farmer’s dilemma. A similar transferasymmetrywasobtained
with adult subjectsby Reed,Ernst, and Banerji (1974),usingothermissionaries-andcannibalshomomorphs.
nble 6 showspredicate-calculusrepresentationsof the two problemsin
the form in which they were given to ACME. Theserepresentationsare
simplified in that the constraintson which objectscan be left togetherare
not explicitly included;however,the representations
containthebasicinformation requiredto indicatethat eachmissionaryandeachcannibalhavethe
sameproperties,so that the optimal mappingshouldbe a homomorphism.
Given that ACME forms inhibitory links in orderto encourageone-to-one
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Representations
of Missionaries-and-Cannibals
and Farmer’s
Dilemma
Problems

MlSSlONARlES-AND-CANNIBALS
Start:

(missionary
(missionary
(missionary
(cannibal
(cannibol

(obj~mlsstonaryl)
(ob/-missionary2)
(obi_missianaryJ)
(obf-cant-&all)
(obj-cannibal2)

(boat (obfbaat)
(carries
(obiboat
(eat (obf-conniball
(eat (obi-cannibal1
(eat (abf-cannibal1
(eat (obj-cannibal2
(eat
(eat
Goals:

FARMERS

(ob/-canntbal2
(obj-cannibal2

ml)
m2)
m3)
m4)
mS)

m6)
vbl-rower
vbl-passenger)
ob/-mlssionoryl)
me)
ob/-missionaty2)
m9)
obj-missionaty3)
m10)
obj-misslonatyl)
ml 1)
obi-missionaty2)
obj-missionoty3)

m7)

m12)
m13)

(cross-river
(cross-river

(abj-missionaryl)
(ob/-missionary2)

m14)
m15)

(cross-river
(cross-river
(cross-river
(not-eaten

(obi-missianary3)
(objsonniball)
(obj-cannibal2)
(obj-missionotyl)

m16)
m17)
ml8)
m19)

(not-eaten
(not-eaten

(ob/-missionary2)
(ob/-missionaty3)

m2O)
m21)

DILEMMA:
Start:

(former

(obi-farmer)

fl)

(fox (obi-fox)
f2)
(goose
(obfgoase)
13)
(corn (obf-corn)
f4)
(wagon
(obj-wagon)
15)
(carries
(obj-wagon
obi-farmer
(eat
(eat
Goals:

(obi-fox
(obi-goose

(cross-mountain
(cross-mountain
(cross-mountain

obigoose)
obf-corn)
(obf-farmer)
(obf-fox)
(ob/_gaase)

vbl-thing)

f6)

f7)
f8)
f9)
f10)
fll)

(crass-mountain
(abi-corn)
f12)
(not-eaten
(ob/_goose)
fl3)
(not-eaten
(obi-cam)
f14)

mappings,it is not obvious that the program could find many-to-oneor
one-to-manymappings.However,asthe outputspresentedin Table7 demonstrate,ACME in fact sortsout the relationsamongthe elementsof the two
problemsverywell, both whenmappingfrom missionaries-and-cannibals
to
farmer’s dilemma (many-to-onemappings,l[gble 7A) and from farmer’s
dilemmato missionaries-and-cannibals
(one-to-manymappings,Table7B).

TABLE
Results

of Mapping
A.

7

Missionaries-and-Cannibals

Missionaries-and-Cannibals
Network

has

settled

to Farmer’s
to Farmer’s

by cycle

Dilemma

Dilemma:

41.

Test: TEST22
Total times:
42
Mon May 2 17:09:OB EDT 1988
Mapping
cannibals
8 missionaries
(3) to farmer’s
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
2.26
Calculating
the best mappings
after 42 cycles.
Best

of OBJ-MISSIONARY1
with OBJ-GOOSE
of OBJ-MISSIONARY2
with OBJ-GOOSE
of OBJ-MISSIONARY3
with OBJ-GOOSE

Best
Best

mapping
Mapping
mapping
Mapping
mapping
mapping

of OBJ-CANNIBAL1
is OBJ-FOX.
0.52
with OBJ-GOOSE
is also possible:
0.21
of OBJKANNIBALP
is OBJ-FOX.
0.52
with OBJ-GOOSE
is also possible:
0.21
of OBJ-BOAT
is OBJ-WAGON.
0.80
of VBL-PASSENGER
is VBL-THING.
0.75

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mapping
mopping
mopping
mopping
mapping
mapping
mapping

of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Best

mapping

of MISSIONARY

Best
Best
Best

B.

Farmer’s

0.37
0.26
0.37
0.26
0.37
0.26

VBL-ROWER
is OBJ-FARMER.
0.75
NOT-EATEN
is NOT-EATEN.
0.78
CROSS-RIVER
is CROSS-MOUNTAIN.
EAT is EAT. 0.90
CARRIES is CARRIES. 0.79
BOAT is WAGON.
0.57
CANNIBAL
is FOX. 0.63

Dilemma

Network
has
Test: TEST23

is OBJ-CORN.
is also possible:
is OBJ-CORN.
is also possible:
is OBJ-CORN.
is also possible:

dilemma.

mapping
Mopping
mapping
Mapping
mapping
Mapping

Best

and

is CORN.

0.82

0.61

to Missionaries-and-Cannibals:

settled
Total

by cycle 41.
times: 42

Mon May 2 17;ll:ll
EDT 1988
Mapping
farmer’s
dilemma
to cannibals
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
2.26

8 missionaries

(3).

Calculating
the best moppings
after 42 cycles.
Best mapping
of FARMER is BOAT. -0.52
Best mapping
of FOX is CANNIBAL.
0.63
Best mapping
of GOOSE
is MISSIONARY.
-0.14
Best mapping
of CORN is MISSIONARY.
0.60
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
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mapping
mopping
mapping
mopping
mapping
mapping
mapping
mapping

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

Mapping
Mapping

with
with

WAGON
is BOAT. 0.57
CARRIES is CARRIES. 0.79
EAT is EAT. 0.90
CROSS-MOUNTAIN
is CROSS-RIVER.
0.82
NOT-EATEN
is NOT-EATEN.
0.78
VBL-THING
is VBL-PASSENGER.
0.75
OBJ-WAGON
is OBJ-BOAT.
0.80
OBJ-CORN
is OBJMISSIONARYS.
0.37
OBJ_MISSIONARY2
OBJ-MISSIONARY1

is also
is also

possible:
possible:

0.37
0.37

Vice

Versa
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TABLE 7 (Continued)
Best mapping
Mopping
Mopping
Mopping
Mapping
Best mopping
Mapping
Best mapping

of OBJ-GOOSE
is OBJ_MISSIONARYS.
with OBJ-CANNIBAL2
is also possible:
with OBJ-CANNIBAL1
is also possible:
with OBJ_MISSIONARYP
is also possible:
with OBJ-MISSIONARY1
is also possible:
of OBJ-FOX
is OBJKANNIBAL2.
0.52
with OBJ-CANNIBAL1
is also possible:
of OBJ-FARMER
is VBL-ROWER.
0.75

0.26
0.20
0.20
0.26
0.26
0.52

Thus in the former directioneachmissionarymapsequallywell to the corn,
andeachcannibalmapsequallywell to the fox. Thegooseis a weakersecondary map for both the missionariesandthe cannibals;at the level of predicates,however,the only successfulmappingunits are missionary = corn and
cannibal = fox. ACME is ableto find many-to-onemappingsat the levelof
objectsbecausethe positiveevidencefavoring eachof severalobject-object
mappings(e.g., eachcannibalto the fox) providestotal excitationthat exceedsthe inhibition generatedby inhibitory links betweenthe competing
units. In ACME the structuralconstraintof one-to-onemapping,like that
of structuralconsistency,is treatedasa pressureratherthan a requirement.
The mappingsfound by ACME may alsohelpaccountfor the asymmetry
in transfer betweenthe two problems observedby Gholsonet al. (1988).
Although subjectsmay map the problemsin eitherdirection,they of course
only know thesolutionto oneof them at thetime of transfer.For simplicity,
let us assumesubjectsweremappingfrom targetto source,so that the mapping from missionaries-and-cannibals
to farmer’sdilemma(Table7A) representsthe basisfor transferingknowledgeaboutthe farmer’sdilemmato the
variouscharactersof missionaries-and-cannibals.
It is clearfrom examining
the solutionsrequiredfor the two problemsthat thereare no usefulcorrespondencesat the levelof moves.However,subjectsmay havebeenableto
usetheir experiencewith the sourceto help constructappropriatetestsfor
legal moves.The basisfor the analogyis that in eachproblem, to avoid
illegal movesit is necessaryto check,during the processof move selection,
that objectsare neitherthreatsto, nor threatenedby, other objects.If the
sourceproblemis the farmer’sdilemma, thenthemappingin Table7A gives
relativelyclearguidanceaboutthetestrequiredfor eachobjectin the missionaries-and-cannibals
problem: eachcannibalshouldbe viewedasa potential
threat (like the fox), and eachmissionaryshouldbe viewedas potentially
threatened(like the corn). This is the direction in which Gholsonet al’s
subjectswereable to Lransfersuccessfully.
In contrast,subjectswho receivethe missionaries-and-cannibals
problem
as the sourcewill havelessadequateguidancein dealingwith the farmer’s
dilemmacharacters.As Table7B indicates,the fox mapsto eachof the cannibals, and the corn mapsto eachof the missionaries;the predicatemap-
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pingsfox= cannibal and corn = missionary emergeunambiguously.These
mappingswill correctly lead subjectsto decideto view the fox as a threat
and the corn as threatened.Note, however,that the mapping providesno
clearguidanceabouthow to treat thegoose.The goosemapsweaklyto each
of the missionariesand cannibals;the predicategoosehasno good map at
all. Intuitively, the goosein the farmer’s dilemma problem is sometimes
threatenedandsometimesa threat; the missionaries-and-cannibals
problem
provides no clear information about how to deal with such ambiguity.
Accordingly, transferin this direction will be greatlyimpaired, as Gholson
et al. observed.
Pragmaties in Analogical Arguments

In analogicalarguments,oneimpliesthat whatis true of onesituationis also
trueof anothersituation.Suchargumentshavea long historyin philosophy,
beingused,for example,to arguefor the existenceof other minds and the
existenceof God. (I know that I havea mind becauseof my experiences,
andI infer that you alsohavea mind becauseyou aresimilar to me in many
otherrespects.Lessmetaphysically,I may infer that sincemy favorite candidate for the United Statespresidencyis like former presidentJohn F.
Kennedy,my candidatetoo will win the election.)
Analogicalargumentsmay rely upon an unbiasedassessment
of similarities, but often peopleare motivated to reachparticular conclusions.It is
conjecturedhere that such motivations may bias people’sjudgments of
similarity, just asKunda (1987)hasshownthat generalizationcanbe biased
by personalmotivation. Motivated analogicalargumentswould provide
striking examplesof thepragmaticnatureof analogy,sincejudgmentsabout
what correspondsto what will be biasedby the conclusionthe analogyis
intendedto produce.
To illustrate the possiblerole of biasesin analogicalargumentation,
ACME was usedto simulatea very simple exampleof a motivated useof
analogy,involving the issueof assessing
the natureof the Contras’ attempt
to overthrow the governmentof Nicaraguain 1987.Table 8 showsthe input representationsprovided to the program. The “Contras” structure
containsonly the minimal information that the Contrasaim to overthrow
the governmentof Nicaragua,leaving open the questionof whetherthe
U.S. shouldsupportthem, and whetherthey shouldbe viewedas terrorists
or freedomfighters.The unknownbut desiredinformation aboutthe Contras is signalledby variablesrepresentingcross-structurequeries,such as
support?. The “Others” analogcontains substructurescorrespondingto
Hungarianswanting to overthrow their communist government,who are
categorizedas freedomfighters,and to the PLO wanting to overthrowthe
Israeligovernment,who arecategorizedasterrorists.The Contrasstructure
has the samedegreeof structural and semanticsimilarity to each of the
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for

Contras

Example

CONTRAS
(country

(Nicaragua)

cl)

(govern
(Sandinistas
Nicaragua)
c2)
(aim-to-overthrow
(Contras
Sandinistas)
c3)
(terrorists?
(Contras
Contra-terror?)
c4)
(freedom-fighters?
(Contras
Contra-freedom?)
(should-support?

(US Contras

support?)

c5)

c6)

OTHERS
(country
(govern

(Hungary)
(communists

hl)
Hungary)

h2)

(aim-to-overthrow
(Hungarians
communists)
h3)
(freedom-fighters?
(Hungarians
freedom-fighters-yes)
(terrorists?
(Hungarians
terrorists-no)
h4)
(should-support?
(US Hungarians
support-yes)
h6)
(country

(Israel)

il)

(govern
(Israelis
Israel)
i2)
(aim-to-overthrow
(PLO Israelis)
13)
(terrorists?
(PLO terrorists-yes)
i4)
(freedom-fighters?
(PLO freedom-fighters-no)
(should-support?
(US PLO support-no)
16)
PRESUMED:

hS)

5)

support?=support-yes

Hungarianand Israeli substructures,and maps to them equally well if no
additional information is provided.
Suppose,however,that theanalogistis motivatedto supporttheContras.
This personwill want support?to correspondto support-yes.To represent
this type of biasin the mappingprocess,ACME’s input in Table8 includes
the information that this is a PRESUMED mapping. Resultsof running
ACME areshownin Table9. The resultof ACME’s biastowardsupport?=
support-yesis not only that the network indeedsettlesupon the mapping
support?= support-yes,but that the Contrasmap to Hungariansratherthan
to PLO, so that Contra-terror?mapsto terrorists-noand Contra-freedom?
mapsto freedom-fighters-yes.A very different resultis producedif ACME
is told that it is desirableto reachthe conclusionthat the Contrasshouldnot
besupported:the Contrasthenmap to the PLO andtakeon their characteristics. Thus a singleenteringbias can potentially alter the entire mapping
that will be found.
Also modeledwasa similar caseof motivatedanalogyusingthreepossible analogs.Supposeyou areinferring someof the policiesof your favorite
political candidate.Then you will be motivatedto infer that the candidate
has.propertiesthat will makeelectionpossible.If you believethat a moderatewill havethe bestchanceof beingelected,thenyou will beproneto view
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TABLE 9
for Contras
Example

Network
has settled
by cycle 103.
Test: TEST7
Total times:
104
Mon May 2 14:46:02 EDT 1988
Support the Contras?
Units not yet reached
osymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
2.53
Colculotlng
the best mappings
ofter 104 cycles.
Best mopping
of NICARAGUA
Is HUNGARY.
0.75
Best mopping
of SANDINISTAS
is COMMUNISTS.
0.73
Best mopping
of CONTRAS
is HUNGARIANS.
0.75
Mopping
with PLO is also possible:
0.42
Best mopping
of CONTRA-TERROR?
Is TERRORISTS-NO.
0.68
Best mopping
of CONTRA-FREEDOM?
Is FREEDOM-FIGHTERS-YES.
0.68
Best mopping
of SUPPORT?
Is SUPPORT-YES.
0.77
Best mopping
of US is US. 0.81
Best mopplng
of SHOULD-SUPPORT?
Is SHOULD-SUPPORT?.
0.84
Best mopping
of FREEDOM-FIGHTERS?
Is FREEDOM-FIGHTERS?
0.77
Best mopping
of TERRORISTS?
is TERRORISTS?.
0.77
Best mopping
of AIM-TO-OVERTHROW
Is AIM-TO-OVERTHROW.
0.78
Best mopping
of GOVERN
Is GOVERN.
0.76
Best mopping
of COUNTRY
is COUNTRY.
0.69

your candidateas most similar to anothermoderate;accordingly,you will
infer that your candidateis more analogousto a known moderatepolitician
than to a conservativeor liberal. ACME modelsthis behaviorwhenit maps
a target politician to an “Others” analogconsistingof a liberal, a moderate, and a conservative.If the target is about equally similar to the three
alternativesin structureand in semanticproperties,then treatingthe mapping of “politics-value” to “moderate” as PRESUMED is sufficient to
causethe targetto map to the moderatecandidateand take on that politician’s characteristics.
Note,however,that suchpragmaticbiasescanonly select amongmappings
that arereasonablyclosein termsof thestructuraland semanticconstraints.
Pragmaticbiaseswill not suffice, for example,to view an arch conservative
as a moderatesimply’becausemoderatesare believedto be electable.In a
secondversionof the “politics” simulation, the targetpolitician is representedashavingthe samepropetiesasthe knownconservative,and thenthe
program was run with a pragmaticweightindicating that the target was a
moderate,asin theversiondescribedabove.In earlycyclesthetargetmapped
most stronglyto the moderatepolitician, but eventuallythe structuraland
semanticpressuresdominated. At asymptote,ACME mappedthe target
politician to the conservativedespiteits pragmatic bias, Thus although
pragmaticconsiderationscanguidethe mappingprocess,they cannotoverwhelm other information.
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Analogies

ACME hasbeenappliedto the explanatoryanalogiesdiscussedby Gentner
(1983,1989)and Falkenhaineret al. (1986):the analogybetweenthe flow
of watercausedby differential pressureand the flow of heatcausedby differentialtemperature;andthe analogybetweenthemotion of planetsaround
the sunand of electronsaroundan atomic nucleus.Theseexamplesallow a
closecomparisonof the ACME and SME programs,sinceFalkenhaineret
al. (1986)describethe representationsusedas input to SME in sufficient
detailsothat essentiallythe sameinformation could beprovidedabouteach
analogto ACME.
Table 10 presentspredicate-calculusrepresentationsof the water-flow/
heat-flow analogythat wereusedas inputs to ACME. Two versionswere
used.The basicversionis baseddirectly upon an exampleusedas a test of
SME by Falkenhaineret al. (1986).This versionis of interestbecauseit representsan analogyin which considerablymore information is known about
the source(waterflow) thanabout thetarget(heatflow), asis often thecase
whena novelsituationis explainedin termsof a more familiar one.Despite
surfacerepresentationaldifferences,our predicate-calculus
representations
encodeessentiallythe sameinformation as that which Falkenhaineret al.
providedto the SME program.The major exceptionis that ACME received
an explicit representationof the pragmaticpurposeof using the analogy.
The internal query ?proposition? in propositionhl 1 of the heatanalogrepresentsthe unknown causeof heat flow.
Table 11A presentsthe activationlevelsof selectedmappinghypotheses
after the network settlesin 80 cycles.Falkenhaineret al. constructedthe
exampleto include threeimpedimentsto a successfulmap from waterflow
to heatflow. ACME, like SME, is ableto handleall threedifficulties. First,
the attribute clear in the water-flow analoghas no acceptablemap in the
heat-flowanalog,asis evidentfrom the fact that no mappingunit for clear
has an activation above0. Second,the information that both water and
coffee are liquids and havea flat top tendsto encouragewater to map to
coffee rather than to heat. Despitethis misleadingsimilarity information,
the structuralinformation encodedin the network enablesACME, by cycle
3, to providehigher activationto the unit representingthe hypothesisthat
water mapsto heat. As the valuesin Table 11indicate,the mapping from
water to heat emergesas a clear victor over the alternativepossibility of
mappingwater to coffee.
The third and most seriousimpedimentto a successfulmap is the irrelevant information concerningthe diametersof the beakerand vial, encouragingthe map of diameterto pressurein competitionwith the correctmap
of temperatureto pressure.SME selectsthe correct map on the basis.of
Gentner’sprinciple of systematicity,interpretedas a preferencefor mappingsthat yield the greatestnumberof possibleinferences.In contrast,‘the
preferability of the temperature-pressure
map is viewedhere as largely a
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WATER-FLOW

THAGARD
10

Representation
of Water-Flaw
and Extended
Versions

and

Heat-Flow

(source)
(liquid (obi-water)
wl)
(flat-top
(obj-water)
w2)
(clear
(obi-beaker)
w3)
(diameter
(obi-beaker
abi-vail)
(diameter
(greater
(pressure
(pressure

w4)

(obj-vial
obj-va12)
w5)
(obj-vail
obi-va12)
w6)
(obi-beaker
obj-va13)
w7)
(obi-vial
obj-va14)
wg)

(greater
(obj-va13
obj-val4)
w9)
; flow: from x to y of w via 2
(flow (obi-beaker
obf-vial
obf-water
; pressure
difference
causes
flow:
(cause
(w9 WlO) wll)
Extended

version

adds:
(volume
(obi-beaker
obj-val5)
wll)
(volume
(obi-vial
obj-va16)
~12)
(greater
(obj-va15
obj-va16)
~13)
; diameter
difference
causes
volume
(cause

HEAT-FLOW

Analogs,

(w6

~13)

obj-pipe)

~10)

difference

~14)

(target)
(liquid (obisoffee)
hl)
(flat-top
(obf-coffee)
h2)
(temperature
(obf-coffee
obj-vall3)
h7)
(temperature
(obi-ice-cube
obj-vall4)
hg)
(greater
(obj-voll3
obf-val14)
h9)
(flow (obi-coffee
obj-ice-cube
obf-heat
obj-bar)
; what causes
heat flow?
(cause
Extended

version

(?proposition?

h10)

hlg)

hll)

adds:
(volume
(volume
(greoter

(obi-coffee
(ob/-ice-cube
(abj-val15

bbj-vall5)
hll)
obj-val16)
h12)
obj-vol16)
h13)

pragmatic matter of the intended use of the analogy. If water flow is being
used to ejcplain heat flow, then aspects of water systems that affect its flow
(pressure differences rather than diameter differences) should be favored in
mapping.
In the representation of the heat-flow analogy in Table 10, the information-seeking purpose of the analogy is captured by the proposition (cause
(?~ropositiont h10) hll) in the heat-flow representation, where “?proposition?” represents the unknown cause of heat flow. This internal-query
variable signals that the purpose of the mapping is to identify an actual
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Output
A.

Basic

for

11

Heat-Flow

Exomple

version:

Network
has settled
by cycle
Test: TEST2
Totof times: 81
Thu Dee B 09:41:16
EST 1988

80.

Analogy
between
woter flow and heat flow
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
2.84
Calculating
the best moppings
after 81 cycles.
Best mopping
of LIQUID
is LIQUID.
0.53
Best mopping
of FLAT-TOP
is FLAT-TOP.
0.53

8.

Best

mopping

Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mopping
mapping
mopping

of CLEAR is LIQUID.
-0.02
tied with FLAT-TOP.
of DIAMETER
is TEMPERATURE.
of GREATER is GREATER.
0.76
of PRESSURE is TEMPERATURE.
of FLOW is FLOW.
0.82

Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mapping
Mapping
mapping
mopping

of CAUSE is CAUSE. 0.76
of W9 is H9. 0.78
with ?PROPOSlTlON?
is also possible:
of WlO is HlO. 0.85
of OBJ-PIPE
is OBJ-BAR.
0.79

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mapping
mapping
mopping
mopping
mopping

of
of
of
of
of
of

Best

mapping

of OBJ-WATER

Extended

OBJ-VAU
OBJ-VAL3
OBJ-VIAL
OBJ-VAL2
OBJ-VALl
OBJ-BEAKER

is
is
is
is
is

OBJ-VAL14.
OBJ-VAL13.
OBJ-ICE-CUBE.
OBJ-VAL14.
OBJ-VAL13.
is OBJ-COFFEE.

0.04
0.78

0.78

0.79
0.79
0.85
0.02
0.02

is OBJ-HEAT.

0.86
0.79

version:

Network
has settled
by cycle
Test: TEST6
Total times:
93

92.

Thu Dee 8 10:02:42 EDT 1988
Extended
map from water
to heat.
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
4.08
Calculating
the best mappings
after
Best
Best
Best

mapping
mapping
mapping

Best
Best

mapping
mapping

of LIQUID is
of FLAT-TOP
of CLEAR Is
tied with
of DIAMETER
of GREATER

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mapping
mopping
mopping
mapping
mapping
mapping

of
of
of
of
of
of

93 cycles.

LIQUID.
0.52
is FLAT-TOP.
0.52
LIQUID.
-0.004
FLAT-TOP.
is TEMPERATURE.
is GREATER.
0.84

PRESSURE is TEMPERATURE.
FLOW is FLOW. 0.83
CAUSE is CAUSE. 0.76
VOLUME
is VOLUME.
0.84
W6 is H9. -0.14
W14 is H14. 0.70

0.10
0.74
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11 (Continued)

Best

mopping

of OBJ-VAL6

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mopping
Mopping
mopping
mopping
mopping

of OBJ-VALS
is OBJ-VALlS.
0.81
of W9 is H9. 0.78
with ?PROPOSITION?
is also possible:
of WlO is HlO. 0.85
of OBJ-PIPE
is OBJ-BAR.
0.80
of OBJ-VAL4
Is OBJ-VAL14.
0.75

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mopping
mopping
mopping
mopping
mopping

of
of
of
of
of

Best

mopping

of OBJ-WATER

OBJ-VAL3
OBJ-VIAL
OBJ-VAL2
OBJ-VALl
OBJ-BEAKER

is OBJ-VAL16.

is
is
is
is

0.81

0.78

OBJ-VALl3.
0.75
OBJ-ICE-CUBE.
0.89
OBJ-VAL14.
0.09
OBJ-VAL13.
0.09
is OBJ-COFFEE.
0.89
is OBJ-HEAT.

0.80

proposition in the heat situation that can fill the empty argument slot. Since
w9 concerning the greater temperature has this desired feature by virtue of
its appearance in the proposition (cause (w9 ~10) wll), whereas ~6 concerning the greater diameter does not, units for mapping the former are preferred to units for mapping the latter. Because the mapping of w9 to h9 is
therefore preferred to the mapping of ~6 to h9, the mapping of pressure to
temperature is preferred to the mapping of diameter to temperature. (Note
that because ?proposition? is treated as a variable that supports rather than
competes with specific values such as h9 (see Table 1, Note 3), ACME reports
both ?proposition? and h9 as the best maps for w9.)
Although SME and ACME both find the appropriate mappings in this
example, some minor extensions serve to differentiate the performance of
the two programs. For SME it is crucial that the identical predicate “flow”
be used in the water-flow and heat-flow situations, or else this correspondence would not be found. For ACME this identity is not essential. The
basic version of the analogy was also run with the predicates “water-flow”
and “heat-flow,”
respectively, substituted for “flow” in the two analogs.
The two distinct predicates were given a minimal similarity weight. Given
that these predicates were the only four-place predicates in the analogs, and
hence forced to map by the type restriction, this variation is not a serious
challenge for ACME. The resulting asymptotic solution, which is reached
after 78 cycles, is virtually identical to that shown in Table 11A; the mapping
unit water-flow = heat-flow asymptotes at an activation of .80.
As noted above, SME prefers the mapping of pressure to temperature
over the mapping of diameter to temperature for a different reason than
ACME does. Whereas ACME bases its choice on the fact that only the
former mapping is directly relevant to the purpose of the analogy, SME
bases its choice upon the fact that only the former allows a causal inference
to be constructed, because only temperature change is the cause of something in the water-flow situation. These two criteria can be separated by a
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small extension of the two analogs, as indicated in Table 10. In the extended
version of the water-flow situation, it is assumed the analogist has noticed
that the greater diameter of the beaker relative to the vial is the cause of the
former having greater volume. It is further supposed that the analogist has
observed in the heat-flow situation that the volume of the coffee exceeds
that of the ice cube. If the internal query is not included in the latter representation, then the systematicity principle provides no basis for choosing
between the two competing mappings involving temperature in this extended
version. For, if pressure maps to temperature, than it is possible to infer
that temperature differences cause flow; whereas if diameter maps to temperature, it is possible to infer that temperature change is the cause of the
observed differences between the volumes of the coffee and the ice cube.
The latter inference is of course erroneous, but worse, it is irrelevant to the
analogist’s presumed goal of understanding heat flow. In contrast, as the
output in Table 11B indicates, ACME’s internal-query mechanism continues
to produce a clear preference for mapping pressure to temperature in the
extended version of the analogy.
ACME is also able to produce the appropriate mapping for the solarsystem/atom analogy that Falkenhainer et al. (1986) used to test SME. Since
this analogy does not provide any additional complexities (the network
settles with the correct solution after 40 cycles), the results will not be described further.
ACME has also been applied to analogies used by chemistry teachers to
explain difficult concepts to students, but these results are reported elsewhere (Thagard et al., 1989).
Competing Constraints in Mapping Story Analogs
Additional evidence concerning ACME’s ability to account for empirical
evidence relating to the effect of systematicity on mapping is provided by a
study performed by Gentner and Toupin (1986). This experiment investigated the effects both of systematicity and transparency: the degree to which
similar objects serve similar functions in the analogy. Gentner and Toupin
presented two groups of children, aged 4-6 years and 8-10 years, with a
series of simple stories. After the child had acted out one version of a story
with props, the experimenter asked him or her to act out the same story with
different characters.
Table 12 presents a simplified version of one of these stories that served
as the basis for a simulation by ACME, and Table 13 presents the actual
predicate-calculus representation provided to the program. As indicated in
Table 14, each source story was used across children in either a “systematic”
or a “nonsystematic”
form. The systematic version differed from the nonsystematic version in that it added additional information relevant to the
causes of events in the story (e.g., the cat’s jealousy caused its anger). Transparency was varied by manipulating the similarity of the animals in the
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for “Jealous

Animal”

Dissimllor

cat
walrus

camel
lion

seagull

giraffe

Obiects

Stories
Similar Objects/
Dissimilar
Roles
seagull
cat
walrus

various roles. In the example used in the simulation, the target analog involved a dog, seal, and penguin. In the S/S (similar objects/similar roles)
condition, the source analog involved similar characters playing similar
roles (cat, walrus, and seagull). In the D (dissimilar objects) condition, all
the characters were quite different from those in the target (camel, lion, and
giraffe). In the cross-mapped S/D (similar objects/dissimilar roles)’ condition, similar characters were used, but these played different roles than did
the corresponding characters in the target (seagull, cat, and walrus).
Gentner and Toupin found that both systematicity and transparency
affected the accuracy with which children enacted the target stories. The
two effects interacted, in that performance was uniformly good, regardless
of systematicity, in the S/S condition. As the transparency of the mapping
decreased from the S/S to the D and the S/D conditions, performance
declined, and the advantage of the systematic over the unsystematic version
increased. The positive impact of systematicity was more pronounced for
the older group of children.
In order to stimulate these results, predicate-calculus representations of
the stories were used as inputs to ACME (see Table 13). If the similarity of
the characters in the source and target was high, the similarity weight for the
corresponding predicate-mapfiing unit was set at .06; if the similarity was
low, the weight was set at .Ol. Units for pairings of identical predicates were
given similarity weights of .l, the value of smux in all the reported simulations. Table 15 presents the cycles to success (the first cycle at which the
appropriate winning units emerged for all objects, predicates, and propositional arguments) in each of the six conditions. Values of cycles to success
increased very slightly from the S/S to D conditions, and more dramatically
to the cross-mapped S/D condition. Only in the latter condition ,did systematicity have an effect on cycles to success, as the network failed to settle
on the correct mapping in the unsystematic S/D condition. In this most dif-,
ficult condition, the network was unable to overcome the misleading impact
of semantic similarity. Further exploration revealed that the correct solution
can be obtained in the S/D condition if either the value of i is reduced from
-.2to
- .l or the value of min is raised from - 1 to - .3; however, cycles
to success remains higher in the unsystematic than the systematic S/D con-
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dition. Although ACME seemsto showrelativelyfewerdifferencesbetween
the S/S and D conditionsthan did GentnerandToupin’s subjects,the program doescapturethe substantiallygreaterdifficulty of the cross-mapped
S/D condition, and the role of systematicityin overcomingmisleading
semanticsimilarity.
As noted above, Gentnerand Toupin found that the youngerchildren
benefitedless from high systematicitythan did the older children. The
authorssuggestedthat focuson systematicityincreaseswith age.In termsof
thepresenttheory,it is possiblethat with agechildrenlearnto placegreater
weighton isomorphism,andlesson the similarity constraint.It is alsopossible, however,that the youngerchildren in the Gentnerand Toupin (1986)
study simply failed to graspsomeof the causalstructureprovided in the
systematicstories,and henceencodedthe sourcestoriesimperfectly. Thus
the lesserbenefit they derivedfrom the systematicversionsneednot imply
insensitivityto the isomorphismconstraint.
Finding Isomorphisms

Without !Semantic or Pragmatic Information

A Formal Isomorphism. As pointed out in the comparisonof ACME
with SME, ACME is ableto usestructuralinformation to map predicates
that arenot semanticalIyidenticalor evensimilar. In fact, if two analogsare
isomorphic,it shouldbe possibleto derivean appropriatemappingevenin
the completeabsenceof semanticor pragmaticinformation. Table 16presentsa formal analogybetweenaddition of numbersand union of setsthat
wasusedto demonstratethis point. Both addition and union havethe abstract mathematical properties of comrnutativity, associativity, and the
existenceof an identity element(0 for numbers,the empty set @for sets).
ACME wasgiven predicate-calculusrepresentationsof thesetwo analogs,
with no identical elements(note that number equality and set equality are
givendistinct symbols),andwith all semanticweightssetequalto the minimal value. This analogyis quite complex, as many propositionshavethe
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TABLE 16
Addition
of Numbers

and

Union

of Sets

Addition

Union

Commutotivity:

Nl+N2=N2+Nl

Sl us2-8us1

Assoclativity:

N3+(N4+N5)=

S3U[S4US5]

(N3+N4)+N5
Identity:
Predicate-Calculus
NUMBERS:

=

[s3Us4]US5

N6+0=N6

S6U0=56

Representations:
(sum (numl
num2 numl0)
nl)
(sum (num2 numl numll)
n2)
(num-eq
(numl0
numll)
n3)
(sum (num5 num6 num12)
n3)
(sum (num4 numl2
numlt)
n5)
(sum (num4 num5 num14)
n6)
(sum (numl4
num6 numl5)
n7)
(num-eq
(numl3
numl5)
n3)
(sum (num2O zero num20)
n9)

SETS:

(union

(set1

(union
(set-eq
(union
(union
(union
(union

(set2 set1 set1 1) 92)
(set10 set1 1) ~3)
(set5 set6 set12) s4)
(set4 set12 set13) 95)
(set4 set5 set14) ~6)
(set14 set6 set15) ~7)

set2

setlO)

sl)

(set-eq
(union

(set13 set15) ~8)
(set20 empty-set
set20)

59)

samepredicate(sumor union),andmany symbolsrepresentingintermediate
resultsmust be sortedout. Note that the representations
given to the program did not explicitly groupthe componentsof eachanaloginto threedistinct equations.In the absenceof any semanticor pragmaticinformation,
only weightsbasedupon isomorphism,coupledwith the type restriction,
providedinformation about the optimal mapping.
As the output in Table 17indicates,ACME settles,to a completesolution
to this formal mappingproblem after 59 cycles.The model is thus able to
derivea uniquemappingin the absenceof anyoverlapbetweentheelements
of the sourceand target. ACME’s ability to deal with such examplesis
crucially dependentupon its parallel constraint-satisfactionalgorithm.
Isomorphism without Explicit RelationalPredicates.The best mapping
for the addition/union analogy,as for all the examplesconsideredso far,
involvesa rich set of relational correspondences.
It is important to understand,however,that the structuralconstraintof isomorphismis not strictly
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TABLE 17
Running
Addition/Union

Analogy

Network
has settled
by cycle 59.
Test: TEST0
Total times: 60
_
Mon May 2 10:40:03
EDT 1988
Anology
between
numbers
and sets.
Units not yet reached
osymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
3.31
Calculating
the best mappings
ofter 60 cycles.
Best mapping
of NUMlO
is SETlO. 0.79
Best mapping
of NUM2 is SET2. 0.82
Best mopping
of NUMl
is SETl. 0.82
Best mapping
of NUMll
is SET1 1. 0.79
Best
Best
Best

mapping
mapping
mapping

of NUM12 is SETlP. 0.82
of NUM6 is SET6. 0.82
of NUM5 is SETS. 0.82

Best
Best
Best
Best
Best

mapping
mapping
mapping
mopping
mapping

of
of
of
of
of

Best
Best
Best

mapping
mopping
mapping

of ZERO is EMPTY-SET.
0.66
of NUM-EQ
is SET-EQ.
0.57
of SUM is UNION.
0.83

NUMl3
is SETl3. 0.79
NUM4 is SET4. 0.82
NUM14 is SET14. 0.82
NUMl5
is SET15 0.79
NUM20 is SET20. 0.66

dependent upon explicit relational predicates in the analogs. In fact, ACME
can identify isomorphisms between analogs that lack not only higher-order
relations, but any relational predicates at all. To illustrate this point, Table
18A presents predicate-calculus versions of two completely arbitrary analogs,
each involving three objects and three monadic predicates. Without any
semantic or pragmatic information, ACME settles to a unique solution to
this minimalist mapping problem after 71 cycles. The obtained mapping is
given in Table 18B.
The basis for the mapping in this example is the fact that there is a unique
set of element correspondences such that attributes asserted of each object
in the source map consistently to attributes asserted of some object in the
target. This information could be described in terms of relations; for example, an attribute of Bill (“smart”) is the same as an attribute of Steve, just
as an attribute of Rover (“hungry”) is the same as an attribute of Fido. The
crucial point, however, is that such relational information is computed
implicitly by the ACME algorithm, and need not be explicitly coded into the
propositional input representations of the analogs.
One might well question whether ACME’s ability to derive semantically
empty isomorphisms based solely upon monadic predicates is overpowerful
relative to human analogical reasoning. Accordingly, a small experiment
was performed to find out whether people can find the mapping identified
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Example

analogs:
Source

(smart
(Bill) fl)
(tall (Bill) f2)
(smart
(Steve)
13)
(timid (Tom) f4)
(tall (Tom) f5)

Target

B.

(hungry
(Rover)
sl)
(friendly
(Rover)
~2)
(hungry
(Fido) ~3)
(frisky
(Blackie)
54)
(friendly
(Blackie)
~5)

output:
Network
has settled
by cycle 71.
Test: TEST3
Total times: 72
Wed May 11 lO:OB:53 EDT 1988
Abstract
similarity.
Units not yet reached
asymptote:
0
Goodness
of network:
0.61
Calculating
the best mappings
after 72 cycles.
Best mapping
of SMART is HUNGRY.
0.70
Best mapping
of TALL is FRIENDLY.
0.71
Best mapping
of TIMID is FRISKY. 0.54
Best mopping
of TOM is BLACKIE. 0.70
Best mapping
of STEVE is FIDO. 0.54
Best

mopping

of BILL is ROVER.

0.71

by ACME for this example. The five sentences corresponding to the five
propositions in each analog (e.g., “Bill is smart”) were listed in adjacent
colunms on a piece of paper. Sentences related to the same individual were
listed consecutively; otherwise, the order was scrambled. Across subjects
two different orders were used. The instructions simply stated, “Your task
is to figure out what in the left set of sentences corresponds to what in the
right set of sentences.” Subjects were also told that the meaning of the words
was irrelevant. The three individuals and three attributes of the analog on
the left were listed on the bottom of the page; for each element, subjects
were to write down what they believed to be the corresponding element
of the analog on the right. Three minutes were allowed for completion of
the task.
A group of 8 UCLA students in an undergraduate psychology class served
as subjects. Five subjects produced the same set of six correspondences identified by ACME, 2 subjects produced four of the six, and 1 subject was
unable to understand the task. These results indicate that finding the isomorphism for this example is within the capability of many college students.
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Structure and Pragmatics in Metaphor

To explorethe performanceof ACME in metaphoricalmapping, the program wasgivenpredicate-calculus
representations
of the knowledgeunderlying a metaphor that has beenanalyzedin detail by Kittay (1987).The
metaphoris derivedfrom a passagein Plato’s Theuetetusin which Socrates
declareshimself to be a “midwife of ideas,” elaboratingthe metaphorat
length. Table 19 contains predicate-calculusrepresentationsbasedupon
Kittay’s analysisof the sourceanalogr.?ncerningthe role of a midwife and
of the targetanalogconcerningthe role of a philosopher-teacher.
Roughly,
Socratesclaimsthat he is like a midwife in that he introducesthe studentto
intellectualpartners,just as a midwife often servesfirst as a matchmaker;
Socrateshelpsthe studentevaluatethe truth or falsity of his ideasmuch asa
midwife helpsa mother to deliver a child.
This metaphorwasusedto providean illustration of the mannerin which
structuraland pragmaticconstraintsinteract in ACME. Table 19 presents
predicate-calculus
representations
of two versionsof the metaphor:an isomorphicversionbaseddirectly uponKittay’s analysis,anda nonisomorphic
versioncreatedby addingirrelevantand misleadinginformation to the representationof the “Socrates” target analog. The best mappingsobtained
for eachobjectandpredicatein the target,producedby threerunsof ACME,
are reportedin Table 20. The asymptoticactivationsof the bestmappings
arealso presented.A mappingof “none” meansthat no mappingunit had
an asymptoticactivationgreaterthan .20.
The run reportedin the first column usedthe isomorphicversionwithout
any pragmaticweights.The network settleswith a correctsetof mappings
after34cycles.ThusSocratesmapsto the midwife, his studentto the mother,
the student’sintellectualpartner to the father, and the idea to the child.
(Notethat thereis a homomorphicmappingof the predicatesthinks-about
and tests-truth to in-labor-with.) The propositionsexpressingcausalrelationsin thetwo analogsarenot essentialhere;deletionof them still allows a
completemappingto be discovered.
A very different set of mappingsis reportedin the middle column of
Table20 for the nonisomorphicversionof the “Socrates” analog.This version providesadditional knowledgeaboutSocratesthat would be expected
to producemajor interferencewith discoveryof the metaphoricrelation
betweenthe two analogs.The nonisomorphicversioncontainsthe information that Socratesdrinks hemlockjuice, which is of courseirrelevantto
the metaphor.Far worse,the representationencodesthe information that
Socrateshim’selfwasmatchedto his wife by a midwife; and that Socrates’
wife had a child with the help of this midwife. Clearly,this nonisomorphic
extensionwill causethe structural and semanticconstraintson mappingto
support a much more superficialset of correspondences
betweenthe two
situations. And indeed, in this secondrun ACME finds only the barest
fragmentsof the intendedmetaphoricmappingswhen the network settles
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“Socrates
is a Mldwlfe
of Ideas”‘(lsamarphlc
and
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Underlying
the Metaphor
Nanlsomorphlc
Verslons)

(source)
(midwife
(ob/-midwife)
ml)
(mother
(obi, m2)
(father
(obl-father)
m3)
(child (oblshlld)
m4)
(matches
(obl-mldwlfe
obl-mother
oblfather)
(conceives
(obl,mother
obl-child)
m6)
(cause (m5 m6) m7)
(ln,labor,wlth
(obi-mother
ob/-child)
ma)
(helps (obl,mldwlfe
obl-mother)
m10)
(give-birth-to
(abl-mother
obl-child)
ml 1)
(cause (ml0 mll) m12)

SOCRATES

mS)

(target)
(philosopher
(Socrates)
51)
(student
(ob/-student)
52)
(Intellectualpartner
(obl,partner)
53)
(Idea (obl-Idea)
54)
(introduce
(Socrates
obl-student
obl-partner)
(formulates
(obl-student
obl-Idea)
56)
(cause (55 56) 57)
(thinks,about
(obl,student
ob/-Idea)
58)
(tests-truth
(obl-student
ob/-Idea)
59)
(helps (Socrates
obl-student)
510)
(knaws~truth~or~falsity
(ob/-student
obl-Idea)
(cause (510 511) 512)
Nonlsomorphlc

version

55)

adds:
(father
(Socrates)
520)
(poison
(obl,hemlock)
521)
(drlnk
(Socrates
obl-hemlock)
522)
(mldwlfe
(ob/-sot-mldwlfe)
523)
(mother
(ob/,sot-wlfe)
524)
(matches
(obl,sot-mldwlfe
ob/,soc-wife
Socrates)
(child (obl-sot-child)
526)
(conceives
(obl-sot-wife
ob/-sot-child)
527)
(cause (525 527) 528)
(in-labor-wlth
(obl-sot-wife
ob/-sot-child)
529)
(helps (obl-sot-mldwlfe
obl-sot-wife)
530)
(give,birth-to
(obl-sot-wlfe
obl-sot-child)
531)
(cause (530531)
532)

511)

525)

after 105cycles.Socrates’midwife now mapsto the midwife in the source,
and Socrates’wife and child map to the sourcemother and child. Socrates
himself simply maps to the father. Most of the other crucial objects and
predicates(other than causeand helps, which map to themselves)haveno
good mappings.The only major piecesof the intendedanalogythat survive
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TABLE 20
Activation
Levels,
of the Socrates/Midwife’

for

Objects
and
Metaphor

Predicates

Versions

Cycles

to Settle

Nonisomorphic,
Nonpragmatic
105

Isomorphic,
Nonpragmatic
34

Nonisomorphic,
Pragmatic
83

Obiects:
Socrates
ob/-student
obj-partner
obi-idea
*obj-sac-midwife
*obj-soc-wife
‘obf-sot-child
*ob/-hemlock

ob/-midwife
obf-mother
obifather
obi-child
-

.07
.69
31
.90

-

obi-father
ob/-mother
none
ob/-child

.a0
.69

ob/-midwife
obf-mother
obi-child
none

34
.69
.69

.69

obi-midwife
obj-mother
obi-father
obj-child

.a6
.69
.70

none
obj-mother
obi-child
nane

.69
.65

Predicates:
phiiospher
student
Inteiiectuai~portner
idea
introduces

midwife
mother
father
child
matches

.58
.59
.57
.59
.77

none
none
none
none
none

formulates
thinks-about
tests-truth
knows-truth-or-falsity

conceives
in-labor-with
in-labor-with
gives-birth-to

.72
36
.36
.72

conceives
none
none

helps
cause
‘poison
*drink
‘father

helps
cause

.77
34

*midwife
*mother
‘child
*matches
Qoncetves
*in-labor-with
‘gives-birth-to

midwife
none
father
child
matches

.81

37

conceives
none
none

.31

.29
.79
3.4

gives-birth-to
helps
cause
none
none

.31
.80
.84

-

gives-birth-to
helps
cause
none
none

-

father
midwife
mother
child
matches
conceives

.70
.70
.69
.69
.70
40

none
none
mother
none
none
conceives

-

in-labor-with
gives-birth-to

.74
.46

in-labor-with
gives-birth-to

* Elements
with an asterisk
oppeored
only in nonisomorphic
to “none”
have no mapping
unit with activation
greater
than

version.
20.

Elements

57
50
.67

.69

A3
.74
.43
that

map

are the mappings between the student and the mother and between the idea
and the child.
Note, however, that the original statement of the metaphor, “Socrates is
a midwife of idea&” provides some direct pragmatic guidance as to the intended mappings. Clearly, Socrates must map to the midwife, and the idea
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must map to something. This is precisely the kind of knowledge that ACME
can represent using pragmatic weights. Accordingly, in a further run the
mappings between propositions sl and ml and between the elements of those
propositions (i.e., sl = ml, Socrates = obj-midwife, and philosopher = midwife) were marked as PRESUMED; and proposition s4 and its elements (i.e.,
~4, obj-idea, and idea) were marked as IMPORTANT. The right column of
Table 20 reports the results for the nonisomorphic version of the metaphor
after these pragmatic weights were introduced. The pragmatic information
was sufficient to allow almost complete recovery of the abstract metaphoric
mappings. The network settled after 83 cycles. Socrates again maps to the
midwife, and the partner to the father; almost all of the appropriate predicate mappings, such as those between idea and child and between introduces
and conceives, are also recovered. Note that some of the more superficial
mappings of objects, such as between Socrates’ wife and the mother, also
emerge. The behavior of the program across these versions of the metaphor
thus dramatically illustrates both the power and the limitations of purely
structural constraints, and the crucial role of pragmatic knowledge in fmding abstract mappings in the face of misleading information.
Stability, Sensitivity, and Complexity Analyses
The discussion of ACME’s applications is concluded by describing analyses
that have been done to answer important questions about the stability, sensitivity, and computational complexity of the system. The chief stability
question is whether networks settle into states in which units have stable
activation values. Questions about sensitivity concern whether the performance of ACMEdepends upon specific parameter values or representations.
Computational complexity concerns the danger of combinatorial explosion
arising with large examples. These analyses show that ACME fares well on
all these dimensions.
Localist cormectionist networks such as the one used by ACME are sometimes unstable, undergoing oscillations in activation values of units. ACME
is not subject to such instabilities for examples above, which in all of their
versions have been run until stable activations have been reached by all
units. In no case does ACME get a correct mapping and lose it by having an
incorrect mapping catch up to, and surpass, the correct one. The stability of
ACME is well typified by Figure 5, which illustrates -how the activations
of units proceed to stable levels. How quickly ACME settles depends upon
the values of the parameters, but in no experiment hasthe time exceeded
220,cycles. The network typically settles in well under 100 cycles.
ACME has several important parameters, and the question naturally
arises how sensitive ACME is to particular values for those parameters. The
three most crucial ones are decay rate d, excitation e, and inhibition i. AU of
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therunsreportedabovehaveusedthesamevalues:d = .l, e= .1, andi = - .2.
Sensitivityexperimentsusingthe laser/radiationandbasicwater/heat-flow
examplesshowedthat ACME performssatisfactorilyover a wide rangeof
valuesfor theseparameters.Decayratesfrom .OOlto .2 work equallywell,
with the highervaluesproducinga fasterrate of settling.Higher valuesfor
excitationalso lead to faster settling;valuesrangingfrom .Ol to .12 work
for all examples.Excitation valueshigherthan .12aredisruptive,however,
becausethe gracefulnessof the networkdependsuponreasonablysmall updatingsof activation. If excitationis above.12, then after dozensof cycles
thenet input to a unit canexceed1, producinginstability manifestedin long
settlingtimes. Inhibition valuescan rangeall the way to -.9 without causing
problems,exceptthat high inhibition canpreventACME from overcoming
an initially promisingbut incorrectmapping.Although it is not crucial to
the functioning of the networks,it was found desirableto haveinhibition
higher than excitation, becausethat producesgreater separationin the
asymptoticvaluesof bestandsecond-best
units. In orderto havea largeimpact,thep2 parameterfor weightsfrom the pragmaticunit for PRESUMED
mappingsworks bestat around .3; smallervaluesproducelessdifferentiation while largervaluesdo not producesignificantlymore differentiation.
How sensitiveis ACME to representationchanges?Although severalof
the examplesexaminedinvolvedisomorphicrepresentations,
suchexamples
as the poor-constraintversionsof the convergenceproblems,the missionaries-and-cannibals
homomorphs,and the nonisomorphicversion of the
Socrates/midwifemetaphor,showthat ACME doesnot needto be spoonfed isomorphic representations.The robustnessof ACME in the face of
representationalchangeswastestedfurther by both complicatingand simplifying existingexamples.A bizarreanalogywascreatedby combiningthe
representations
of the Contrasandthe Socratesanalogs,andmappingit to
a combinationof the Hungarianand midwife analogs.ACME quickly partitioned the bizarreanalogyinto the appropriatesub-analogies.“Ablation”
experimentswere also performed on the good-constraintlaser example,
first by deletingeverythird proposition of the lightbulb problem and second, by deletingeverysecondproposition of the tumor problem. ACME
stilI found the appropriatemappings,exceptthat in the first case,in which
the predicate“filament” had beendeleted,the tumor wasleft without any
mappingunit with positive activation.
Finally, the computationalcomplexity of ACME was analyzed.Mathematicalanalysisshowsthat the algorithmfor constructingnetworksoperates
in time that is a polynomial (nonexponential)function of thenumberof elementsin the input representationsof the two structuresthat are mapped.
Let ml be the numberof propositionsin Structure1, andm2 bethe number
of propositionsin Structure2. To simplify the algebra,let m be the higher
of ml and m2. Similarly, let n be the greaterof the numbersof objectsin
theargumentsof Structures1and2. Sincetherecanbe only onepredicatein
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a proposition, m alsogivesan upperlimit on the numberof predicatesin a
structure.Then
themaximumpossiblenumber of units mapping propositions is m*m;
the maximum possible number of units mapping predicates is m*m; and
the maximumpossible
numberof unitsmappingobjectsis n*n.

So the maximum possiblenumberof units altogetheris
Sincethereis at most only one link betweenany two units, if there are u
units, thentherecanbe at most u(u- 1)possiblelinks, which is lessthanthe
numberof units squared,or
4m’ + 4mW + n’.

The semanticand pragmaticunits add an additional maximum 2u links.
Clearly,thenumberof links is not an exponentialfunction of the numberof
elementsin the input representations.In practice,the numberof units and
links are far lower than the calculatedsecond-and fourth-power limits
becauseof the variousrestrictionsusedin settingup the networks.
Unfortunately, no mathematicalanalysiscan be given concerninghow
long it will takethe networkto settleasa function of numberof units, since
time of settlingis a function of the degreeto which the variousconstraints
are satisfiedas well as of the numberof units. But the networksrun so far
do not take a long time to settle. Across the more than 20 examples,the
greatestnumber of cyclesto settling was 217 using the McClelland and
Rumelhartupdatingrule andlow excitationandinhibition values;the same
example(the analogybetweenthe radiation problem andthe fortressproblem) took only 62 cyclesto settlewith high excitationanddecayvaluesusing
the Grossbergupdatingrule. On a Sun3/160workstation,therunstypically
take a few minutes,with most of that time spentin runningthe network to
asymptoteafter the correctmappingunits havealreadyemergedaswinners.
For Falkenhaineret al’s (1986)heat-and water-flowanalogy,for example,
ACME createsthe networkin lessthan 2 secondsof CPU time andsettlesin
lessthan 25 seconds.
The algorithm for updatingthe networkis fully parallel, and hencecan
theoreticallyoperatein constanttime if thereis a processorcorresponding
to eachlink. A versionof ACME in *LISP hasbeenimplementedon a 16384processorCM2 ConnectionMachine,whichtakesadvantageof theinherent
parallelism of the updating algorithm. The largestexampletestedso far,
which is considerablylargerthan any of the examplesmentionedin Table2,
involves mapping representationsof synopsesof the plays Hamlet and
Macbeth (cf. Winston, 1980).Eachof theserepresentations
containsabout
45 propositions, and the resultingnetwork involves 730 units and 11801
links. The network settlesafter 402cycles.
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DISCUSSION

A new theory of analogicalmapping that integratesstructural, semantic,
andpragmaticconstraintson how peoplemap from onestructureto another
hasbeendescribedhere.The theoryhasbeenimplementedin a connectionist computerprogram, ACME, which hasbeenappliedto a wide variety of
analogies.The examplespresentedillustrate such capabilities as finding
many-to-oneand one-to-manymappings, mapping dissimilar relations,
identifying purely structural isomorphismswithout any semanticor pragmatic information, andusingpragmaticknowledgeto find usefulmappings
in the face of misleadingstructural and semanticresemblances.The program wasableto providequalitativesimulationsof a numberof experimental findings concerninghuman analogicalreasoning.
All of the examplesconsideredhereinvolved finding mappingsbetween
analogsat the samelevel of abstraction.It shouldbe readilyapparent,however,that ACME canalsomap structuresthat differ in levelof abstraction,
such as an instanceand a schema.For example,rather than mapping a
representationof the Contrasonto a representationof the PLO, it would be
possibleto map the Contrasonto a schemafor “terrorists.” Similarly, the
samebasicmapping processcould map the radiation problem either onto
the laser problem or onto a more abstractconvergenceschema(Gick &
Holyoak, 1983).The presenttheory thus providesa unifying accountof
analogicalmapping and mappingto schemas.
Althoughtheconstraint-satisfaction
theoryof analogicalmappingappears
powerfulin its intendeddomain,manyotherimportant issuesaboutanalogy
remainunsolved.Most notably, the modelof mappingneedsto beincorporatedinto a broadertheory of all phasesof analogicalreasoning(Holyoak
8cThagard,1989).Of particularinterestis the link betweenthe initial spontaneousretrievalof plausibly useful analogsand the subsequentmapping
process.There is evidencethat retrieval is more heavily influenced by
semantic similarity of predicatesthan is mapping (Gentner& Landers,
1985;Holyoak 8cKoh, 1987),althoughretrievalalso seemsto beinfluenced
by deeperforms of structural similarity (Holyoak & Koh, 1987;Schank,
1982).Complementaryto ACME!, a programcalledARCS (AnalogRetrieval
by ConstraintSatisfaction)(Thagard,Holyoak, Nelson,& Gochfeld,1989)
has also beendeveloped.ARCS is a constraint-satisfactionmodel of retrieval that usessemantic,structural,andpragmaticconstraintsto helpfind
relevantanalogsstoredin memory. In contrastto ACME, semanticconstraintstake precedence
in ARCS, with the retrievalof analogsbeinginitiated through associationsof semanticallysimilar concepts.However, the
retrievalprocessis alsoguidedby structuralcorrespondences
andpragmatic
import. ARCS represents
an advanceoverACME! in that it is ableto compute
both semanticsimilarity and pragmaticcentrality from more basicknowledge,ratherthan requiringsemanticand pragmaticweightsto be specified
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directly. ARCS computessemanticsimilarity from relationssuchas superordination and meronymy encodedin an automatedthesaurus,WordNet,
which is organizedasa semanticnetwork (Miller, Fellbaum,Kegl, & Miller,
1988).Pragmaticimportanceis computedby an analysisof the structureof
problemsandexplanations.The outputof ARCS providesapartial mapping
of the targetto retrievedsourceanalogs;it shouldbe possibleto passthe
output of ARCS to ACME sothat ACME cansimply continuethe mapping
processin greaterdetail. (SeeHolyoak 8cThagard,in press,for anoverview
of the ACME and ARCS systems.)
The major issuenot addressedhereby the theoriesof mappingand retrieval is re-representation.To find usefulanalogiesbetweencomplexanalogs, it will often be necessaryto interweavethe mappingcomponentwith
strategicmanipulation of the representationsof the sourceand target. In
orderto find homomorphiccorrespondences
involving many elements,for
example,it is important to be able to group tentativelyelementsof each
analoginto sets,which could then be treatedas unitary objects.
More generally,it may often beadvantageous
to attemptmappingsat differentlevelsof abstraction,with mappingsfound at higherlevelsthenbeing
usedto constrainlowerlevelmappings(Holyoak, 1985).The part-correspondencerestrictionis a first approximationto a more serial and hierarchical
componentof the mappingprocess,in which decisionsaboutmappingsat a
more global level subsequentlyrestrict the possiblemappingsat a more detailed levelof representation.This hierarchicalaspectof mappingis analogousto Marr’s (1982)modelof stereoscopic
vision, in which correspondences
betweenimagesbasedupon low spatial frequenciesare usedto constrain
correspondences
betweenimagesbasedupon higher spatial frequencies.
The overall mapping process,in this extendedconception,is serial across
major representationallevels,but more parallel within eachlevel.
The availability of mechanismsfor re-representation
will makepossible
more flexible constraintson mapping.For example,ACME’s implementation of structuralconstraintsemploysa rigid typerestriction,requiringthat
n-placepredicatesmap only to n-placepredicates.A richer semanticrepresentationwould enableACME to map predicateswith differentnumbersof
argumentssolong asthe availableargumentsfall into appropriatesemantic
categories.Similarly, a richersemanticswould allow appropriatemappings
betweenpropositionsinvolving converserelations, suchas surround (x,y)
and enclosed-by Q,x), which the presentmodel cannothandle.
Finally, it is notedthat the generalform of the theory proposedherefor
analogicalmapping-a set of constraintssatisfiablevia a cooperativealgorithm-may well be applicable to other high-level cognitive processes.
Lehnert(1987),for example,describesa sentenceanalyzerthat usesa constraint network to parsesentencesinto case-framemeaningrelationships.
Similiarly, Kintsch (1988)proposesa model of discoursecomprehension
that illustrates a constraint-satisfactionapproach. Thagard (1989) and
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Thagard and Nowak (1988) show how scientific theories can be evaluated
on the basis of principles of explanatory coherence that are implemented in
a program that overlaps with ACME. These parallel constraint-satisfaction
models belie the widespread interpretation of connectionism as a straightforward revival of associationism. Cormectionism has a number of important aspects, which are conceptually quite separable. In particular, whereas
connectionist learning theory indeed has a strongly behaviorist flavor,
parallel constraint-satisfaction
models, which depend upon an analysis of
the structure of problems rather than on simple associations, are much
more redolent of Gestalt psychology. An abstract isomorphism, which can
be computed by constraint satisfaction, is a striking example of a whole that
goes beyond the sum of its parts. The parallelism of human information
processing, which is so evident in lower level perception and memory retrieval, may extend to important aspects of reasoning and problem solving as
well.
W
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